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'With Malice toward None, w ith Chanty tor All, and with Jb h mness in the Right"
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KOY, HARDING COUNT Y.NEW MEXICO,
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AND THEN IT RAINED

PROMINENT SALISBURY
JMO. LADY BECOMES BRIDE
OF J. C HESTER OF ROY

:

Mrs. Hester the bride is the
youngest daughter of Mr and
Mrs T. M. Bentley, and with her
congeniality and sunny disposition claims a large circle of friends among the youner set and is
a most highly esteemed and accomplished young lady.
Mr. Hester the groom is associated with Robert II . Bentley
in the Bank of Roy, Roy, N.M.
and it was while visiting her
brother last fall that Miss Bentley met her future husband. Mr
Hester comes well recommended
as being a man of splendid character and business ability.
Mr and Mrs Hester will spend
a week or ten days visiting relatives and friends in Missouri
after which they will leave for
Roy, to make their future heme.
The best wishes and congratulations of a legion of friends' will
follow them to their new home in
New Mexico.

(Press Spectator)
The above tells of the ending
of a happy romance which started in Roy last winter when Miss
's
Bentley was visiting at the
Those who knew
her
them best, knew that a romance
had been started, but few thought it would end so happily and
quickly. Mr. Hester left Roy several weeks ago, presumbly for
a few weeks visit with relatives
at Santa Rosa and Blum, Texas
nd most every one here thou-h- t
he was enjoying life down in
the heat of Texas when lo and
behold the news came to town
that he had fled to Missouri and taken unto himself a bride
in the "Shov me State."
Well Clint, you fooled a bunch
of them, but there is sure a mob
Tiere awaiting your return and
the rccscdon . vou wpre in at
Salisbury will be meek by the
one ycu will be in here in Roy.
Anaway here's congratulations
and may your future lives be filled with all the joys that go to
make life a great blessing.
Ben-tley-

'

A new democrat arrived at
the home of D. M. Martinez on
August 15th and is calling Mr.
and Mrs Martinez "Daddy" and
"Mamma". We understand that
D. M. has already decided to make him a democrat and here's
hoping that som.e day he may be

governor of the great state.
gratulations to Mr and Mrs

Con-

COUNTY DEMOCRATIC
. CONVENTION HELD
AT MOSQUERO

MOSQUERO TWO

Just as we went to press last
week the news was received in
Roy that J. C. Hester the obliging Cashier of the Bank of Roy
and Miss Nan Virginia Bentley
of Salisbury, Mo. had been joined in Holy Wedlock at Clifton
Hill, Ho. by the Baptist Minister of that place, and we will tell
you of the happy event just as
we clipped it from the Press Spectator of Salisbury, Mo.
Bentley- - Hester Wedding
"In the personal items of last
week's Spectator appeared the
following item:" J.C. Hester of
Roy, New Mexico is visiting at
the T..M. Bentley home this
week.
At the time of this writing,
had it been known that Mr. Hester's mission to this city had
been to claim one of its most popular girls for his bride, they
would have not succeeded in surprising their friends in the man.
ner in which they did
HesMr.
morning
On Saturday
ter and Miss Nan Virginia Bentley accompanied by Mr Forrest
Cox and Miss Lillian Ritzentha-le- r
left the Bentley home for a
pleasure drive and the drive took
them to Keytesville the county
seat where they secured the necessary papers and then drove to
Clifton Hill and were married by
the Baptist Minister of that place, returning to Salisbury immediately after the ceremony and
keeping their marriage a secret
until evening when it was announced at a party given by Miss
Ritzenthaler in honor of the bride and groom.
After the party the young people had a procession of cars
with which they paraded thru
the principal streets of the town
in true old charvari style and
proclaiming them bride and groom.

THIRTEEN f

ROY

The man who could, not be sur
prised, really was very much
surprised last Wednesday afternoon.
This man was no other
than our good. old friend and
neighbor, Frank A Eruce of east
Thursday,, the sevenof town.
anteenth, was the fifty-thir- d
niversary of Mr. Bruce,and to
make him remember this date,
his wife and daughters successfully planned and "put over" a
genuine surprise in his honor.
Quite a number of relatives and
friends came out to the Bruce
home in the evening in spite of
the fact that a heavy rain had
fallen in that community, and
they certainly gave Mr. Bruce a
good surprise and proceeded to
spend a pleasant evening at his
home.
Ice cream and cake made up
the refreshments for the evening
and it is said that every one who
was present ate to their capacity
Games were played by the young
er folks and were enjoyed by the
older ones too.
Conversation
and many other forms of entertainment were indulged in until
late at night when all departed
for their various homes, wishing
Mr. Bruce many more such happy birthdays.
A brother, H. E. Bruce, and
his family, of Kansas were present and helped Mr. Bruce enjoy the evening with his friends.
MASS

MEETING

The Citizens of Harding County are requested to meet at the
Community Hall at Roy Monday'
evening August 28th, for the purpose of considering what action
shall be taken regarding the mat

ter oí a special election

reques-

ted by the citizens of Mosquero
for the purpose of voting bonds
for a county Court House and
Jail at Mosquero.
This is a question of importance to all citizens of the county,
and every precinct should make
an effort to have one or more
representatives at the meeting.
M. D. Gibbs,

SUBSCRIPTION

NTERTAINS RELATIVES

nday

W. P. Mealey and Ernest Anderson were up from the county
seat last Tuesday afternoon on

business.

00

PER YEAR.

TAX AND ASSESSMENT
$1-7- 3

The above heading tells the
tale of what at first appeared
to be one of the best base ball
games ever played on the local
diamond, but which 'took on a large number of delegates from of Mr Buffington's brother Reed,
his sisters Miss Beth and Mrs
different looking aspect after all parts of the county.
The convention was composed E. V. McLaughlin, the laters huthe fifth inning.
sband and a friend. Miss Jrck
Mosquero came up with a good of 72 delegates and practically Sampson.
delegate
every
vaby
elected
the
team Sunday afternoon and the
They were well entertained du
way that the game started off, rious precincts was present. The
purpose
of
to
was
the
convention
ring
the week stay; Several days
the many fans thought they
& delegates
to the State were spent
at the river where
were going to witness a
...u: t wm
i
L.U
ue
Deauraui scenery
y,
contest. During the first three
eiwea
T'aVl
1
on
the 31st at Albuquerque . he climbing over the hills, and the
inniTioVnpitW irte was nblp to
get a man across the home base, following were elected ; J. Floer- - .delightful exercises of swimming
gan
8'
Frank Smith accompanied
5' V
however, in the fourth, Leather- Rose-th- e
'
Fauli1,an'
campers and helped show
Mc
by
scored
on
man
a bunt
d; A A. Wynne, , Mosquero;. them the sights. Mr and Mrs
Minimy and made the first one
F;. Chav0ez Eueyeroá; D.M. ic.F. might and daughter Alice
failpiled up by Roy. Mosquero
w- íand Leona joined the party a id
ed to score again in the fourth, Kart,mez', Sabmo. anf, Mr?"
oí
Gallegos.
Lason
All jremained until Monday momhg
Charles
but in the fifth, Hephner their
the delegates elected will
they broke camp and retur
pitcher, weakened and the good
the convention.
ne(j to civilization. It was a ha. J
suonort that he had been driven
Absolute harmony prevailed looking bunch that pulled in tc
the first four innings, wavered
throughout
the convention and .Mr J. L. Smith's at the ncor
began,
up
the
and Roy
marking
scores. During the next four a number of talks were made by ,hour, but Mrs Smith as always,
innings Roy added several more" prominent democrats of the cou- - had a splendid dinner preparec"
an delegates present were ior tnem. A pleasant aiterncon
scores to her side of the tally
sheet which made the final count very enthusiastic and claimed was spent with the Smith's, tilread 13 to 2. Mosquero scored this iü a Democratic year for ter. which the party dispercec
went to their respective ho
one in the seventh and a home Harding county, which they
mes to prepare for the evening
run by Herbert Hughes in- - the pect to prove in November.
eighth were the only two times No date was set for the next Mien they were to meet again at
county convention, which will Mr Harry btallord's and enjoy
that the visitors were able
name the democratic county can- - .'dancing and ice cream.'
register.
didp.tes, and this vf.s kit v. ith' The visitors departed for Te- '- tcounty central committee, xas Wednesday of this week.
the
deal of practice this year and
will later set the date and They expressed themselves as
They
did not measure up to his usual
name
the place for holding this having had a wonderful time and
standard of pitching, however
and it is thought it promised other visit
convention
the numerous errors made' by
will
held
be
sometime during the
both the infield and outfield
ROY SCHOOL
part
.September.
of
latter
players, accounted m a gooa
measure for the many scores
The Roy School will open on
Mr and Mrs McDaniel and chil;
made by the Roy boys.
Tuesday,
September 5th. All
dren of Texas, are visiting frie- The whole game after the
the teachers will be in their res- fifth inning was rather loosely fi
M McDaniel is a brother pective rooms to receive the puiwy uiu!of j,jrs Charles Farlev of north- - PliS anQ 10 &lve wnaieve
puiytu uy uutu &iue.
iot do as good as her average east of town.
mation inquiring patroiju..Tiay
ifter the fifth as four errors
desire rearding books, &c.' In
chalked up against them af
next issue of this paper will
A number of bravo hunters the
ter this stage of the game.
given
the assignments of the
be
wont out to the .'Pleasant View
grades
to their rooms so
various
Williams was on the mound
Tuesday mor-good ball, ni
or Roy
to cSpe;the wild animals
VVHW
....tv
v...
.nuu.uu
xuaiinxig
uiiuuu." . ,
lea
V...4rh.7
Kite invino1 tho (ramo wVii- nnnM
I
Books are on sale at the Floe- 14 or 15 were secured off Ileph them.
Merc Co store.- it ycu
rsheim
home
runs,
numerous
The
ler.
will see me, I will help you to
two by Roy in one inning, were
Mr. T. Burns and Miss Nellie classify and tell you what books
;he features of the game.
Gay, made a trip to Mosquero, you will need.
Mosquero has a good team and Monday where they called on the
Call at my home or step me on
has some fine players but they County Clerk and came out with
street.
the
are lacking practice that is so some very important papers in
I am at your service,
necessary to do good team work. thrir hands. They drove toRoy
Cameron Bazzill,
If they had a good battery, with and Judge Foster pronounced
Sup't.
a 'little diligent practice, they them man and wife,
would make Roy get up and play
Mr Burns hails from Dodge
J. S. Candelario, the Curio
The City, Kansas and Miss Gay from
real ball to beat them.
from Santa Fe, is spending
man
n
game was played in a little over Kehart, N.M. They were
on their trip by Roy the week with the Laumbach's
hour and there was little 0ri"Panied
Gay and Mr and Mrs Hairy Lam south of town. He has promino wrangling. We hope to see
happy couple wi make sed to send us some of his jumthe teams cross bats again in their home in Kansas where the ping beans, for exhibition, a writhe 'near future and we may good wishes of the community te up of which occured in the
Santa Fe New Mexican.
!goe3 with them. ,
witness a close contest.
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McKee, one of the Democratic nominees for countv Trea
sure was shaking hands with
his friends in Roy Tuesday after
noon.

.

NEWS

-

Ivan (Riley) Johnson who has
been visiting Raton relatives for
the past week returned home Mo

$

per
MrandMrsR.W. Buffington Grazing Land Cut to
received a visit from their Texas
Acre
The County Democratic Con- friends and relatives. This vas
Now that the State Tax Comvention was. held at Mosquero a pleasant surprise to the Buf-Tuesday and was attended by a fington's. The party consisted mission has lowered the assess-

,

Mayor of Roy.

J.R.

SATURDAY AUG. 26TH, 1922
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This space
Is not large enough to enumerate all of our bargains
among which are
30 x 3 auto casings at

OK
S7
0

Other sizes in proportion

Fancy Colorado potatoes $2.00 cwt.
Diamond M flour $3.50 cwt.
DO NOT FORCET YOUR TICKETS
i

Floersheim. Mercantile Company

ment on grazing lands to $1.75
per acre, it is up to the dry farm
ers and cow men with small
ranches to see that their lands,
which are not cultivated
are
placed on the tax rolls of Harding county as grazing lands and
are assessed at the low rate that
is given the cowman and exclusive stock raiser.
And, why
should it not be placed on the
rolls at this value? Is not grazing land, whether it be "just a
few acres, or a ranch of thousands of acres and used as pasture land worth practically th"
same for grazing purposes all
We do
over Harding county?
not know the intent of the county Commissioners in this matter
but we do know that at the May
meeting of the county board of
Commissioners the valuation of
tne different classes of lands
was placed as follows : Dry farming land not cultivated, $3.50 per
acre; while lands used solely io"
grazing purposes were assessed
at $2.65 per acre.and this has
since been cut to $1.75 per acre
by the State Tax Commission.
Now, as we understand the matter, the homesteader or dry
farmer who has reserved a por
tion of his land for grazing purposes will be assessed at the val.

ue Oi $3.u0 p3x' ACic, jfiv . iv.iig
the same can be nlnwed.. when
it is a fact that thousands of acres of the land owned by the
large ranches can be plow ed and
should thus be assesed at the
rate that is placed on the small
íii'Uitií'á piow laad or else the
fanner should be afforded the
gracing land rate on the land he
ucas for that purpose, the same
as the stockman.
This is a
matter of great importance to
the farmers of the county and
we are of the opinio:; that they

fhould t"';e

úr.tnediate.-etip-

to--

a like rate of assessment
Ú placed on all grazing ianis in
jhe county. In a tahc on this
subject with someof the voters
of the county they say that the
assessment will be cut down so
materially by doing this that we
will go to a fourth or fifth class
county.
Our answer to this is
that it is far better to reduce
the class of the county th
unjust
unequal
and
make
assessment. If grass land in
'.ee

the eastern or the southern or
the central part of the county,
is worth $1.75 per acre for the
assessed value, then it is worth
a like amount in the western or
northern part, and no more.
Last year the dry farmer paid
on an average rate of $5.00 on
his grazing land, providing same
could be plowed, while many of
the ranches of the county were
assessed at the rate of $2.65 per
acre for the same class of land.
Was this fair? Some say, Oh
well, one is really farming land,
while the other is just pasture
land. However, the fact remains
that both are used for the same
purpose. We may just as well
say that because John Doe has
improved his place, placed a well
on it and fine buildings, that it
should be assessed more per acre
than his neighbor across the
road who has let his farm grow
up in weeds. Should this be the
case, then we would encourage,
farmers to let their places grow
up in weeds especially from a
tax stand point" The Spanish
American has given this, a great
deal of consideration and wef have waited patiently for some one
to take this matter into their
own hands and get it threshed
out, but it seems that the taxpayers are negligent on the subject and after talking it over
with numerous taxpayers, this
paper has decided to go into it
a.d get to the bottom of it. We
want to hear from the different
tare payers on the subject and
this paper is open to publish letters and views from any one in
the county cercerning the assessment proposition. We are not
doing this to antagonize the
County Commissioners or Assessor, as they are all friends of
.

.

(Continued on page 8)
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It was only the contraction of the
frozen sinews of his fingers that gave
him his hold on Joe's body.
It was then that, In her horror,
Molly recognized Wilton.
She crept
toward the break, and lay down on the
Ice, groping toward him with her
hands. She shouted to him to hold fast
and, finding that he was already unconscious, crept cautiously nearer over

VQRN OUT AFTER

I ha Big

SHE COOKED
A MEAL

By

E. Pinkham'

Took Lydia
Vegetable Compound
Read the Result

o4

Lydia

It J

Vegetable

Com-

pound. My back
pained all tne time
and I was unfit for
I was
housework.
worn out if I cooked
A
a meal, and was
to do mv wash
ing. My girl friends
and my sister wia
ma if f would take
vmirVpow table Com
pound and Liver Pills I would be relieved. After taking the first bottle 1
felt better, and neglected it awhile, but
found I could not do my work until I
was stronger. So I took the Vegetable
Compound again and now I anr the
mother of a 19 months old boy. He is
fat and healthy and I am sure I could
never have carried him if it had not
been for your Vegetable Compound. I
recommend your medicine to all women
although I am young to be advising some
Christ. Petboff,
one older."-M- rs.
S18 W. Liberty St, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound contains no harmful drugs and
can be taken in safety by any woman.
'

un-ahl-

MOLLY SAVES WILTON.
Looking over Big
SYNOPSIS.
Impassable
Muskeg, a seemingly
swamp In the path of the Missa-tl- bl
railroad, Joe Bostock, builder

of the line, and Wilton Carruthers,

chief of engineers, are considering
the difficulties. A rifle shot Instantly kills Bostock and breaks Carruthers' arm. Handicapped as he
Is, Carruthers determines to carry
the body to a station of the Hudson's Bay company, where one McDonald Is the factor.
CHAPTER

I

Continued.

2

The.pfcrtage was firm Ice, although
It offered no foundation for a railroad
bed. It ran between two openings In
the low bluffs, and the store was visible from the farther shore.
The Icy blasts pierced through Wilton's fur hood and mackinaw as If
they had been cotton. His feet seemed
like foreign bodies attached to his
legs, up which he could feel the numbness creeping by Inches toward his
Her Reason.
Mary Louise, and her little friend body. And when at last he reached
out with In'had had a falling out. Explanations the portage he lookedopposite
shore,
toward
credulity
the
were hard to obtain, but the trouble
seeing only a flickering
line of
finally came out.
through the slit between his
"What was the trouble between you shadows
eyelids.
frozen
asked
and Hazel?" Mary Louise's aunt
Resolutely clasping the frozen form
her.
"Aw, Hazel flirted with a boy in the with his right arm, he stepped out
upon the surface. The wind, which
park," replied Mary Louise.
gap with hurricane
"I'll bet you flirted, too," said the blew through the
violence at almost all times, had
aunt.
swept the Ice as a broom might sweep
"Xo, I didn't either. Mamma was
a rink, In enormous circles, glassy and
along."
round
firm, with whirling snow-pile- s
them. Wilton could progress only by
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of Inches, fighting the full blast of the
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy gale, and seeing the line of his route
for Infants and children, and see that It only In fractions of seconds.
He saw the bluffs in front of him,
Tlpnrs the
and the opposite shore nearlng. And
Signature of
he fought furiously against the creepIn Use for Over 30 Years.
ing numbness, knowing that each secChildren Cry for Fletcher's Castoria ond counted for victory. It was perHe
haps a hundred feet farther.
Deceived.
opeatf his eyes an Instant. Eighty now
SC
ty- - perhaps; one
"What a lot of antique furniture the
last effort
Scadbys have." "Not nearly so much tq eVejs the portage.
as they think they have."
Fifty feet! With all of will and
consciousness that remained Wilton
Double chins are considered a mas- set his face resolutely toward his
culine charm when the cleft Is In the landing place, and strode on Into the
middle and perpendicular.
bank of snow piled up by the wind beneath the shelter of the bluffs. His
feet sank through the crackling surto
face, he struggled shoulder-deeSummer Find You Miserable?
win the lest lap of the way. And of
Is a lame, achy back torturing yon?
a sudden the Ice broke under him and,
Does the leat exertion leave you tired,
twenty-flv- e
feet from the shore, the
find
should
You
weak, all worn-outMuskeg held him.
Big
snare
of
to
try
and
trouble
of
your
the cause
Instinctively he sought to gather
correct it. More than likely it's your
kidneys. Miserable backaches with
purchase from the sides of the sinkheadaches, dizzy spells and annoying
hole into which he had fallen. The
urinary disorder are common signs of
dragged through the
tourniquet-sticdanger
in
There is
kidney weakness.
yielding snow, the elbow of the arm
delay. Begin using Doan'i Kidney
that held Joe's body rested upon the
Pills today. Doan'i have helped
They should help you.
thousands.
ice. One instant he buoyed himself
Ask your neighbor I
by this means over the peaty slush
A Colorado Case
that sucked at him beneath. Then,
Mrs. S. J. Edwards,
with a Inst cry that sounded above the
409 Petroleum
Ave.,
roaring of the gale, he yielded. And,
Colo.,
Florence,
says: "I couldn't
clutching Joe's body to his oyvn, Wilwalk on account of
ton went down.
the lameness in my
back and limbs.
Every time I at
CHAPTER II
tempted to move,
sharp, cutting pains
went through my
The Imprint in the Snow.
back and sides. I
McDonald, the factor, lay on his bed
used Doan's Kidney
Pills and they helped
in an upstairs room of the house
me w o n a e r muy.
whose lower story was the trading
Doan s nave never
failed to rid me of
store, and looked out through the winan attack ' of kidney
dow over the swamp beneath. It was
trouble."
two weeks since Molly had found him
Get Doan'i at Any Store, 60c a Box
lying with closed eyes on the floor,
with the flushed face and heavy breathCO.. BUFFALO, N. Y.
ing of apoplexy.
For two and twenty years McDonald had lived there, serving the company. Little had changed during that
time. The chief change had been In
himself and, since this was to be measured rather by Isolated happenings
than the steady progress of time, McDonald could have counted on the fins
of his
Life is a burden when the body gers of one hand the
is racked with pain. Everything
life.
The little finger was his arrival at
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To Toronto from Aberdeen, drawn to the
New World by stories of life In the
bring back the sunshine take
service of the famous company. TRe
third finger was Mary.
He had met her in Toronto, soon
after his arrival in Canada, and she
had been born In his own town, though
he had not known her there. Moily
knew vaguely that he had championed
The National Remedy of Holland for over
her In trouble that had come upon
200 years; it is an enemy of all pains reher, for which she was not to blame.
sulting from kidney, liver and uric add There had been a blackmailer, a brawl,
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
a blow struck wildly
a
Xook for the sun Gold Medal on vnrr bos
Implement; a dead man, a
some
with
and accapt no imitation
white-face- d
girl clinging to him, and
then tne silence of the starlit streets.
Donald McDonald still bore the scar
of a ripping wound along his right

ÚStAYVÁÍÍ
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these comprised the girl's experience
of the outside world. She helped her
father In the store, and was a capable
judge of mink and muskrat.
She
could bring down a moose at a thousand yards, and guide a canoe down
Horseshoe rapids.
She had gone to thw Indian camp,
five miles away, with medicine for a
sick papoose, at daybreak, leaving
her father In the care ef Jules Half-heathe Muskegon, a deaf mute who
worked for the factor during Intervals
of wandering In the bu.h, trapping.
She did not like to leuve htm, for he
had become more moróte since his Illness, and his mind seemed affected.
When at last she entered the factor's
room above the store, radiating youth
and health, she saw with consternation that he was lying weakly on the
pillow, and breathing as heavily as on
the day of his stroke.
"You're feeling no worse, father?"
she asked, sitting down beside him
and taking his hand in hers.
"I'm no" worse," said the factor,
thickly. "You took the letter?"
"It will leave tonight. But I wish
you had let me writ that you are III.
The company would bring you to Winnipeg. They can do wonders at the
hospital there, and you'd soon recover
the use of your limbs."
Ever since his stroke the factor had
dragged his right leg, and his right
arm hung by his side. He hardly ever
left his bed, and then only to sit,
wrapped In his caribou robe, staring
out through the window at the portage.
"I'll no go to Winnipeg," said McDonald. "I'll just stay here until I'm
better. I'm thinking the Dog Tooths
will be bringing In their peltries next
week. I'm thinking I'll no buy December skins this winter.?
"I was thinking the same. The fall
was too late; they won't be purchasable till the middle of next month.
But the Dog Tooths will want debt."
"They'll get no debt," said McDonald. "See to It, Molly But I suppose
the squaws will get on the soft side of
ye, and It takes a man to handle them.
I'll have to get well," he continued,
speaking with feverish energy. '
'
His mind, which had turned from
one Idea to another, running from Its
fears, now leaped upon them. "What'U
ye do, Molly?" he demanded roughly.
"There, my lass, I dldna mean to put
it to you like that. But where'll ye
go If I dinna?"
"Don't lot us think of that, father."
"Aye, but ye canna stay here. I
In his
should have spoken before."
distress he fell Into his native speech.
"Mony a nlcht Tve laid awake thinking on It, before I had the stroke, in
the windy wacht here. I thocht I'd
brocht ye up unspotted frae the warld.
And noo "
She laid her other hand on his. "If
the worst should happen, I can take
care of myself. Don't fear for me, father," she said.
"if ye could have the store. That'd
be best. But the company wouldna
have a woman factor. The company's
consalrvatlve. And the old ' store'll
last out my days and yours, In spite
,

1
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DOAN'SWJLV

FOSTER-MILBUR-

BETTER
DEAD

GOLD MEDAL

Quickly Relieved, ky

Wakefield's
Blackberry Balsam
Balsam
For 76 years Wakefield's Blackberry
has benn the surent and quickest remedy
loose bowel
lor Diarrhoea. Dysentery and alland
babies.
troubles in adults, children
While It is quick and positive In lis action.
It
It Is harmless and does not constipate.
checks tne trouble and leaves the tomch and
bowels in their natural, regular condition.
Every home should have a bottle ready for
ÍOe aüd 11. It bottle hold
sudden attacks.
I times the 10c sue. Bold everywhere.
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RAN H. Will trade and assume. Write full
particulars to O- 8. Rayner, fort Collins, Colo.
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The First Was Molly.

t,

forearm.
That had been their courtship. The
next day McDonald had married her,
and brought her to the trading post.
Six months later he was In charge of
it. They had been happy during the
year that passed before he laid her
under the tamaracks, and after that
Donald McDonald had lost all wish to
return to Aberdeen or to pursue adventure, farther,
Mary had been the third finger on
the hand of McDonald's destiny, and
her death was the middle ono. The
first wag Molly, and It was about her
that his thoughts clustered eternally.
Two seasons at the mission school
ti Moose Lake, a winter in Winnipeg

of Joe Bostock's folly, That's what
Mr. Bowyer called It when he was
here for the moose In October. Joe
Bostock'll never cross Big Muskeg.
And If he could, where'd he "get his

freight and pnssengers?
"If ever this country's opened up,
Tom Bowyer will put his wn line
through. He was telling me bo.
But there's naething here but the
moose and caribou and the Indians.
It's alvfays been that way; it always
,
will be so."
He caught her by the sleeve. "Ye'll
no see Will Carruthers again 1"" he
shouted. '
"I'm not likely to, unless he comes
this way," she answered In a constrained voice, dreading the outbreak
of violence which she knew would follow.
"Aye. but he'U be here. I ken the
inon and his kind. The sight of a
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pretty face Is meat and drink to him:
Luxurious
N
He'll be here, and me lying helpless
Lasting
abed. I tell you I ken the mon. Mr.
Refine
L
LJ
ill
Bowyer wás telling me about him. His
name's a
among decent folks."
"Well, Mr. Bowyer's own reputation
isn't the best," she retorted, nettled
that she was forced to champion Wilton. "You know Mr. Carruthers has
an Interest in Joe Bostock's line. Of
course, Tom Bowyer would try to set
you against them!"
The factor's face grew purple with
rage ; he choked for utterance.
"I ken the whole scheme weel!" he
shouted. "When you went to Winnipeg you got In thick with Kitty Bostock, and never a mail comes in but
there's a letter from her. She and
Joe are going to get you there, to leave
me here alone. Aye, I read that letter
the woman wrote you, telling you that
your life was wasted here. I ken what
the warld is; I learned It one night the Ice beyond.
Women Succeed as Aviators.
in Toronto, years ago. And, mark me,
And somehow, breaking the rotten
The United States has had many
I'd rather see ye lying dead at my Ice In front of her body as she moved.
women aviators. Katherlne Stlnson
feet than the plaything of a man like
Will Carruthers!"
was the first of her sex to fly In this
country, being a contemporary of LinThat had been the burden of his reproaches ever since Tom Bowyer's
coln Beachey and many other of the
visit the autumn before.
early aviators who learned at the
Bowyer had poisoned his mind
Wright field, near Dayton. Now Chiagainst Wilton Molly was sure of
cago has produced our first negro girl
that. She suspected that Bowyer had
aviator in Bessie Coleman, who is
some hold over her father. She knew
abroad at present receiving additional
that, years before, he had secured him
training in France, Holland and Enghis position with the company. As it
land, where she has given many demhappened, the company needed men
onstrations of skill.
for training Scots ; for the service
had become a tradition In North
Compensation is the law of existBritain since the days of McKenzIe.
ence the world over.
And the company does not pick Its
employees out of the highways and
Labor's worst enemy is the working
by-wo-

byways.
'
Molly had known Tom Bowyer since
although
childhood,
his visits to
the trading post had occurred not
oftener than once in two or three
years. She bad heard much to his discredit In Winnipeg, and had verified It
when he spedt a day or two at the
portage in October. Bowyer saw bigger game in prospect than the moose,
and. as a beginning, resolved to rid
himself of a possible rival Wilton.
Molly had spoken well of him, and
Bowyer was a keen reader of mind.
When the storm of her father's rage
had passed, the girl went down and
stood miserably In the doorway. His
Insane outbursts were driving her to
the very course he feared. Only his
Illness kept her from going away. She
looked out, her mind In a turmoil of
doubt.
Big Muskeg was at Its loneliest. The
gale was driving the snow before It In
clouds like spray, and the wind howled
through the gap In the bluffs. As the
girl stood there she fancied that she
heard a cry come across the frozen
swamp.
She slipped on the hooded coat
which she had left In the store, and
went slowly toward the portage, listening Intently. The driving wind had
swept a portion of the trodden road
clear of the fallen snow. In this, near
the edge of the muskeg, she saw the
Imprint of a man's snowshoe coming
from the swamp. Her eyes, trained to
detected instantly that
observation,
there had been a loose string under
the ball of the foot, which had trailed,
leaving an oblique blur across the
Impression.
There was the one Imprint, and no
more. And, as she looked at It, a gust
of wind drove a cloud of snow over It,
obliterating it. Molly stood up. The
discovery, which seemed of no Importance, passed from her mind. Again

she listened.
Then, with the uncomfortable feeling that she was being watched, she
started and peered into the underbrush. A pair of beady eyes watched
her. They were those of Jules, the
deaf-mutd
For the moment Molly was startled. Then she
stepped forward, and the Muskegon
vanished soundlessly among the underbrush.
As the girl stood there she thought
she heard the cry once more. At once
she was running down to the edge of
the swamp and, standing her ground
with difficulty in the fierce gale, she
peered out, sheltering her eyes with
her hand.
Then, dimly out of the whirling
snow, she saw a figure, stumbling toward her, bearing on Its shoulder
something that looked like a railroad
sleeper.
Sometimes it vanished from her
sight in the circular whirl of sleet,
at others reappeared, stumbling Into
the drifts, but ever nearlng her. It
feet of her
was within twenty-fiv- e
when it slipped, and there followed
the crash of the rotten ice beneath its
feet. The figure broke through the
slushy layer into the muskeg below.
Thus Wilton Carruthers came to the
portage for the fourth time. And on
this occasion be was saved by the dead
man, for whose lifeless body he bad
risked his own life. For, as he fell,
still clutching at what he bore, the
stiffened form slid out over the unbroken surface and held him bead and
throat above the bog.
In a moment Molly was running toward Wilton. Once his "head went under, and she cried out In despair, but
he reappeared, and seemed to cling
automatically to his support, for his
eyes were closed and he was unconscious. His face was frozen white;
half-witte-

scale-mark-

knife-thrus-

the cracking surface.
Then she saw what It was that Wilton had been carrying, and she recognized Joe. Stunned momentarily by
the shock, 6he nerved herself to the
task of rescuing the living. She still
crept forward until the upper part of
her body extended across the break.
She placed her hands beneath Wilton's
shoulders and tried to lift him.
It was a task beyond her powers.
As she strained to It, suddenly the Ice
broke all about her, and in a moment
she was floundering beside Wilton In
the water.
At this place the underbed of the
portage was of peat mixed with sand,
covered with water rather than slime.
Molly's feet touched bottom. The waWith
ter was only shoulder-deep- .
quick resource she managed to draw
her feet up from the swamp and to
drag Wilton forward a pace or two,
thus freeing him from the clutch of
the muskeg. And now she felt firm
sand under her.
She continued to
drag him toward the shore and, as
they moved, Joe's body, still clutched
in the set of Wilton's stiffened fingers,
slid grotesquely over the surface of
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And Somehow, Breaking the Rotten
Ice In Front of Her Body as She
Moved, the Girl Succeeded In Getting Wilton to the Shore.

the girl succeeded In getting Wilton to
the shore. From ' that point, half
dragging and half carrying him over
the snow, she reached the store at
last.
She pried the stiff hand from Joe's
body. That was the hardest of her
efforts. Molly left Joe's body upon the
threshold and got Wilton Into her little room behind the store. She raised
him on the bed and laid him down, his
head upon her pillow.
Her teeth were chattering from the
deadly cold that gripped her, and her
own hands were numb, but she managed to strip off Wilton's socks, his
hood, mackinaw and sweater. His
face ' was not badly frozen, but his
bands and feet were marble white.
Suddenly the girl saw the blood that
discolored
the sleeve of Wilton's
shirt. She ripped the sleeve from the
shoulder. She saw that the arm was
broken and that a bullet, enterlDg behind, had passed obliquely out, leaving a small but not dangerous wound.
The blood had long since ceased to
flow and clotted the wound in a coni

gealed, frozen mass.
The danger from the frostbite was
the more Immediate. Molly took snow
from the threshold and began to rub
his face, his feet and his fingers. For
nearly an hour the girl persisted, never
ceasing her efforts, In spite of her
weariness, and the thawing, dripping
clothes about her. And at last the
white skin began to be suffused with
an angry red.
Then sne washed away the clotted
bloosl from the arm and nerved herself to the task that must be performed. At the Moose Lake mission
she had nursed an Indian with a fractured leg, set by the superintendent,
and this experience was all she had to
go by. But the break was a simple
one. She brought the edges of the
bone together, made splints from
and wound the
pieces of packing-cas- e
whole tightly with cloth smeared with
bear's fat. Then she heated some
broth and poured it, drop by drop,
down Wilton's throat
When she could do no more she took
her clothes out of the room and changed
In another, kept for travelers, separated by a thin partition of pine planks.
She had just finished when she
beard her father shuffling dowfc the
stairs. It was the first time be had
left his bed. The girl ran to the door
In fear.

It also kills mice, gophers, prairie dogs,
coyotes, wolves, cockroaches, water buss
and ants. A 35o box contains enough to
kill 60 to 100 rats or mice. Get It from
your drug or general store dealer today.
READY FOR USE BETTER THAN TRAPS

Western Canada
Offers Health

uA Weslih

and has brought contentment and happiness
to thousands of home seekers and their families who have started on her FREE homestead
or bought land at attractive prices. They have
established their own homes and secured prosperity and independence. In the great grain- rowing sections of the prairie provinces there
S still to be had on eaay terms

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre
land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while raialng
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs is equally
rentable. Hundreds of farmers in Western
E anada have raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantages for

Dairying, Mixed Farming
and' Stock Raising:

make a tremendous appeal to industrious
settlers wishing to improve their circumstances. For certificate entitling yoa
to
reduced railway rates,n(illustrated
llt,-,,,r- .
farm
mn. An.rrir.ti
opportunities in mamtuoa, aaa
katchewan. Alberta and British Columbia, etc., write

W.V.BENNETT
300 Peter's Trust Building
Omaha, Neb.
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Stop Laxatives

Which Only Aggravate
Constipation
Nujol is a lubricant not a
medicine or laxative
so
cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctors prescribe
xsujol because

it acts
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like

natural
this
lubricant

thus replaces
it. Try it to
day.
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A LAXATIVE
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"Bowyer got no further, for
Wilton's fist shot out and landed
fairly on his mouth.''
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
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Not Becoming, Perhaps.
No woman Is so angelic as to prefer
halo to
hat. London Opinion,
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by Dr. Berry's Freckle Ointment, giving beautiful
oothplexion. Your druggist or by mail 6Sc: send for
free booklet. Dr. C. I, tarrf C&, 2STS NicfelgM si., Calais
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BRADLEY

Las Vegas, N. M. Aug. 21,
'The New Mexico Normal University of East Las Vegas has
recently added to its faculty
James M. Cook of the
Baptist Montezuma College of
Las Vegas. Mr. Cook was called
to the presidency of the new
Baptist school a little over a
year ago after a successful teach
ing and school administrative
career in Texas. After a year's
school, his resignation was submitted to its board of Trustees
..and he entered the service of
the Normal University as one of
its summer session instructors.
The connection thus begun is
now made permanent.
Cook will be employed
in the College department as
one of the Professor of Education, handling, divisions in Psychology and School management
His combination sf scholarship

Mr. Randle was at C. C Moore's
Tuesday on business.
Mrs Morford and her son
Lidea, left for the valley Wednejs
day, where they will spena a
few days with Mr and Mrs Frsak
Morford before starting lor Ama
rillo, Texas.
Mavme Smith spent Tuesday
night with Virginia and, Beth
Woods.
Mrs. Minerva Sheimer arrived
here Tuesday from Oklahoma, to
visit with her mother Mrs P.
Hall. Mr Sheimer and son have
been here quite a while.
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren was a cal
ler at the A. G. Hazen home
Wednesday.
Loide Morford made a busi
ness trip to Mosquero Tuesday.
Mrs Morford and Loide were cal
ling at C. C. Moore's Tuesday
to them.
evening to say good-b- y
A. G. Hazen was on the sick
list Wednesday.
Mrs Margarett Hazen was at
Mrs Morfords Monday morning.
C.C. Moore made a business
trip to Mosquero Wednesday.
Miss Mary Woods is spending
a few days with friends in Roy.
Miss Beth Woods and Norma
Aspgren called at the Moore home Sunday.
O. A. Murphy and wife were
business visitors at Mosquero

.

.

and

N. M.

office im Roy,

Registered August 27, 1912.

administrative

practical

icafo July fpUows:
The. month of July just closed
was one. of the warmest and
driest of record for the state
Only July 1853 (1.23 in.), 1903
(0.85 in. and 1913 (1.27 in.)
were drier, and July, 1910 (74.2)
was warmer. A general and marked deficiency of precipitation
occured, greates in the central
and southern counties, but large
in all parts of the state, except
a small portion in the southwest
part of Colfax and north of Mora
where a small excess occurred.
The showers of the month were
very local in character, of short
duration and generally insufficient, although small districts in
the eastern half of the State received sufficient rainfall to af
ford fair crop and range growth.
Showers occured at some poiat
within the State each day during
the month, but were most com
mon on the 1st to 7th, 12th to
14th. and 23d to the close of the
month. Contrary to the usual
summer conditions any mount
ain districts were poorly favored,
as well as some of the lower valleys and the west and northwest

school work make him a most
counties.
valuable addition to the faculty
A general excess of temperaof the Normal University.
ture occured, barring small lacal
practically
His appointment
areas. The month began fairly
completes the teaching staff for
cool, but warm weather followed
the coming year and adds ta its
on the 5th or 6th. While cool
reputation as the strongest and
nights again occured on the 14th
hpst one the Normal University
and other dates, little relief from
has ever had. The faculty is
high day temperatures occured.
recruited from all of the strong
The 16th and 21st were probably
and well known school of the
the wannest days of the month,
country.
Columbia. Chicago,
anche 3d, or 4th the coolest.
Colorado, Indiana,
California,
It was an unfavorable month
and numerous others, and is Saturday.
young folks of for range, crops and stock. Only
number
of
A
teaching
successful
marked for
districts in the east-eexperience as well as for prepar- this community went to the can- scattered
dry land and irrigated valSunday afternoon. .
ation in these best schools of the yons
prospered under the prolonleys
Aspgren
Mrs
the
Oscar
had
country.
misfortune to sprain her ankle ged heat and dryness, and the
while at Mosquero Friday.
month closed with a large part
KILLING TOO MANY
Miss Mayme Smith visited at of the state crop condition, with
the Clinard home near Mosquero stock only fair. Losses continued
Autos killed 12,500 Americans Sunday.
in the drier central and western
and injured 300,000 in 1921, says
R. B. Smith and daughter, Mrs districts, and the outlook for fall
Albert W. Whitney, insurance Quaschnick, were visitors at and winter range was poor.
d
town
exnert. Everv
Mosquero Saturday. G. W. HaTemperature
in the United States has its daily zen and Mr Randle were also
monthly
mean for the sta
The
automobile accident which either Mosquero visitors Saturday.
the
records of 105
upon
te,
based
The
someone.
maims
kills or
Mrs G. W. Hazen visited Mrs stations, having a mean altitude
victims, buried like war heroes, L. S. Hazen Sunday. G. W. and
would fill a large field with Lysle went to Dellaven Sunday of about 5,000 ft., was 74.0, or
1.3 above the normal, as deterlittle white crosses. It would morning.
from the departures of 65
mined
be well if every motor car driver
Clovis Moore and Beth Woods stations having record for 10
grow
could visualize that fast
called at Mrs Aspgren's Sunday years or more. The month was
ing cemetary, also the fathers afternoon.
!3.6 warmer than July, 1921. The
and mothers who allow children
Arthur Hazen took dinner at highest monthly mean was 83.0
alone.
streets
to cross
C. C. Moore's home Sunday.
'at the Elephant Butte Dam and
A uniform code of simple trafMinnie Woods spent Saturday
fic rules should be enforced from night and Sunday with her aunt the highest recorded temperature 110 at Orogrande on the 11th
one end of this country to the Mrs Morford.
land 20th. The lowest monthly
other, and every motor car drivJ. Bradley made a business
er should police himself and ev- trip to Mosquero Saturday and mean was 58.6 at Harvey's
Ranchand the lowest recorery other driver. We are killing from there went to Roy.
ded temperature 30 at Chama on
too many people thru carelessRalph Hazen made a business the 9th and 10th. The greatest
.
ness.
trip to Roy Saturday.
local daily range of temperature
Helmer, Harry and Neis Lind-gre- n was 58 at Char.:a on the 11th.
DENVER TALKS TO ROY BY
were at the Moore home
WIRELESS PHONE
Precipitation
Friday to grind some corn for The average precipitation for
Last Thursday evening, radio chicken feed.
the State, based upon the records
station DN4 at Denver, Colorado
of 175 stations, was 1.32 inches,
Quite a number of baseball or 1.25 below the normal, as de- operated by the Winner Radio
Company and the Colorado Nat- fans from Mosquero attended 'termined by the departures oí
ball
Inst 122 stations having records for
ional Guard, called the local sta- the Mosauero-Ro- v
''Sunday.
K.
Guthmann.
F,
of
south
tion
10 years or more. The month was
of Hoy. by wireless telephone '
3.09 inches drier than July, 1921
and acknowledged receipt of a W. L. Kelly and John Hanton The greatest monthly amount
letter that had recently been sent have been spending a week up in (was 4.59 inches at Aurora, and
from the Roy station to the one the mountains prospecting and theré was no precipitation at
in Denver.
(taking a vacation.
Lindrith. The greatest amount in
m
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ON COUNTRY AMERICA'S DOLLARS
It

is estimated Harold McCormick of Harvester Company, sliced fifteen

million off fortune to wed opera singer.
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the State University; 44 per cent

at Ros well; 48 per cent at Santa
Fe, 56 per cent at Amarillo and
42 per cent at El Paso, the month
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until rev
Harold F.
cently chairman of the Board of
WAROLP F. MCCORMICK
Directors of the International
Company, is reported
h His choice, Ganna Waska. the
have sacrificed fifteen million dol
opera sinner. Mc- lars of the fortune made- off farm Cormick cave un these dollars in a
oí
machinery to wed the woman
fiaancisil arrangement with bis first
Har-vest-

er

widow-divorc-
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Agricultural College recor-

ded 5,199 miles, or 7.0 miles per
hour: highest velocity 25 from
the south on the 9th. The State
University recorded 6,350 miles,
or 8.5 miles per hour; highest
velocity 39 from the north on. the
2d. Roswell recorded 6,065 miles
or 8.1 miles per hour; highest
velocity 36 from the northwest
on the 2d. Santa Fe recorded
4,270 miles per hour; highest velocity 28 from the northeast on
the 16th. Amarillo recorded 7,917
miles or 10.0 miles per hour;
highest velocity 36 from the no
rth on the 6th, while El Paso recorded 7,545 miles, or 10.1 miles
per hour; highest velocity, 46
from the northeast on the 2d.
Sunshine and Cloudiness
The State University registered 341 hours of sunshine during
the month, or 77 per cent of the
possible amount; Roswell regis
tered 80 per cent of the possible

'
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'
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Cormick; prenuptial settlement up- on his present bride and the cost
of two divorces, his own, and also
his bride s from Alexander imita.
'
Cochran.
4
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ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

K F. HENRY
CONTRACTOR

Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
JtOY, NEW MEXICO

"LIE DETECTOR" EXCITES
INTEREST IN CAPITAL
Scientific Apparatus to Deter
mine Truth or Falsity or.

Witness
Washington. August 23. 1922
The "sphygnomanometer" or lie
detector, which Justice ivicooy
refused to admit as a creditable
witness in the trial of James
Frye for murder, continues to
hold interest in Capital legal
circles. Most recent of its proponents is Dr. E. E. Dudding,
head of the Prisoners' Relief
who has submitted liimself
to its tests in an endeaver to obtain what he terms "tardy justice" for himself. Dr. Dudding
was Convicted and sentenced for
manslaughter a number of years
.
served his time, and since
'then has devoted himself to the
aid and reiiet oi released prison
ers.
At his reauest. Dr. William
Marston, professor of legal psychology at American University,
and Paul E. Hadlick secretary
of the American Psycho-Leg,Scciety, conducted the test. The
instrument is similar xo. mat
which physicians use for testing
blood pressure, but has an especially sensitive needle upon a
recording dial, which fluctuates
with any change in blood pressure. It is explained that fear,
amrer and Dain cause the needle
to jump, and that no man tells a
he the outcome of which con
cerns him, without experiencing
fear. As neither anger or pain
enters into the examination of a
witness in court, the iumning of
the needle Vhen a question is answered is held to indicate fear,
and therefore lack of truth.
Dr. Duddinc was Dut through
a gruelling examination as to
the alleged crime for which he
was convicted and sentenced,
his inquisitors doing all ih their
power to confuse and try him
At no time did the needle jump
up, indicating, so the experts
said, that his ancwers were invariably truthful.
So-ciat- y,
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Ferd Conner and wife and dau
ghter of El Reno, Okla, spent a
few days last week at the Marion
Mac-key-

ÓANNA WASKA ACORMICK.

Mosquero Abstract and Title Company

amount; Santa Fe 302 hour, or
68 per cent of the possible amount, and Amarillo 88 per cent of
the possible amount. .The state
as a whole had 16 e'ear days, 13
partly, cloudy and but 2 cloudy

Conner home in Roy. They were enroute to the mountains and
's
visited at the Conner and
mesa.
while on the
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ThePlumlee Hospital

proving unusually low in humidi
ty for the rainy season.

wheat for the Floersheim Merc

-

test

Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treatment for the eye. you can get
any where.

Relative Humidity

The average for the month
waá 40 per cent at the State Agricultural College ; 39 per cent at

Sam Strong was in Kansas a
few days last week buying seed

l

We are now prepared to
' your eyes and
fit glasses.

Mr and Mrs Frank Haddix and
children of Hunter, Okla, are
spending a few days at the home
of Mr and Mrs R. W. Boulware
east of town. They are accompanied by Mrs. Cora Hedgecock
and Miss Ruth Hedgecock of
Oklahoma. They are on a trip to

California and are just stopping
over a few days while on their
annual vacation.

Words of Wisdom
TjipirTI It is easy to prove that money
spent on trifle in youth would keep
many a man from want in old age.
' Opening a saving account in a child's name
g
has many times resulted in
nabits which have been the foundation stones
for a successful life.
neighbors might do well to
make the trip into town more than a spend-Mak- e
it an event for adding a little to a
thrift-formin-

Out-of-to-

saving account.
Drop in and ask us about "Thrift Talks."

BANK of ROY
THE IMPROVED FORD
The late Ford Models embody 25 new mechanical changes and improvements in construcbetter
tion which make the new Ford car 100
than it was a year ago.
For the past year, Henry Ford and his
ablest assistants have devoted practically all
their lime and energies to improving the Ford
Car. As a result we are today offering the
BEST FORD CAR THAT HAS EVER BEEN
MADE IN THE HISTORY OF THE FORD
MOTOR COMPANY.
Drop into our office at your convenience.
We'll demonstrate the car, and consequently,
convince you of its merit. '

Baker & Scheier
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS
(Buy a Ford and spend the difference. H. Ford)

4

The Spanish American. Eey, Harding County. New Mexico.

UBERTY
Rev. A. L. Price of Sulphur,
Oklahoma, who held a very suc
cessful revival here for two
weeks, closed his meetings on
Sunday evening.
Rev. Price
came to us as a stranger, but
with his great message to us and
his great faith and work for the
Master, he endeared himself into the hearts and homes of this
community- - During his revival
many souls were converted and
many of the weaker church mem
bers were revived. Those who
were converted are: Messrs and
Mesdames, Geo. Jackson, Jack
Fox, Hugh Mitchell,
Lonnie
Woodward, Messrs Henry Mitchell, Cass Jackson, Geo. Moore,
ilarry Stewart, D. Taylor, Alvin
Kaulbe, Tracy Mitchell, and
Mrs. Carl' Nugen,
Mrs. Pearl

Ft

AiniinioiiBiceiniieiiii-

-
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i
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It

TO THE
LUJAN & BRANCH WISH TO ANNOUNCE
HAE
BUYING PUBLIC. THAT THE
ADDED ANOTHER DEPARTMENT
TO THEIR ALREADY ESTABLISHED BUSINESS.

'I

(:

A Complete Stock of Shelf

HARDWARE

I

All our fall

good3

are bought and arriving daily

Our Stock of Shoes is Complete
to advise
with the school season getting near, we wish
such as
needs,
winter
your
buy
to
that now is the time
wear.
head
and
shoes
dresses,
childrens
HATS
COME IN AND LOOK OVER OUR LINE OF

5

POLITICAL

Saturday Augvtl, 26th, 1922

AKHamEMIHIS 'action of the Democratic

I

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
We protect our customers, not
our competitors

LUJANS & BRANCH

i

Battery work a specialty
We are equipped to wash your car

ervice Garage
RAYMOND PENDETON. MGR.

I

Homer Holmes.
ANNOUNCEMENT

ANNOUNCEMENT

To the voters of Harding Coun

ty. I hereby announce myself as
a candidate for the nomination

ANNOUNCEMENT

myself a
I
candidate for Sheriff, subject to
the action of the Democratic
Convention of Harding County
If nominated and elected I promise to conduct the office strictly
on a business basis with economy
of County Government as my
chief aim. .
Heary W. Farmer.
hereby announce

of County Collector and Treasu- To the voters of Harding Cou- - rer of Harding County, subject
nty : Having served as yonr Cou- - to the action of the Republican
nty Clerk the past year or more, Convention.
Very respectfully,
I have decided to become a can- -j
subject to!
J. C. (Jack) Kirby
didate for
the action of the Republican Con- -'
vention.If nominated and elected NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
I shall continue to have personal
Department of the Interior
charge of the office as I have in u.S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton
the past. Thanking you for any ew Mexico.
support you may give me.
August 21T 1922
I am,
NOTICE is hereby given that
Respectfully,
Synthia C. Gay, of Kephart,
C. Ernest Anderson 'Union Co., New Mexico, who
on September, 8th, 1919, made
ANNOUNCEMENT
Homestead Entry, No. 026653,
Having been urged by nume-- forrous friends to become a candi-Sec. 35, Twp. 23 N.
date for sheriff of Harding Cou-28E, N.M.P. Meridian has filed
nty, I hereby announce myself notice 0f intention to make Final
as a candidate for this important xhree yéar Proof, to establish
office, subject to the action of ciajm to the land above describe Democratic Convention. If bed, before F.H. Fortir, U.S.
elected I will take personal cha- - Commissioner, at his office at
rge of the office. Your support Roy New Mexico, on the 29th
will be appreciated
day of September, 1922.
R. L. Grossaint
Claimant names as witnesses:
W.H. Gay, Roy Gay, Harry
ANNOUNCEMENT
Lammon and Jay Lammon, all of
To the, voters of Harding Co.,
Kephart, New Mexico.
I hereby announce myself as
H.H. Errett,
a candidate for the nomination
Register.
as sheriff of Harding County sub
ject to the action of the Republi-- ;
can Convention. If my services
NOTICE
have been satisfactory to you fo the Taxpayers of Harding
the past year and a half, I will
County
appreciate your support for the
The State Tax Commission by
nomination.
a recent order sent to this office
Respectfully,
a fixed rate for all grazing lands
George B. Spivey.
County

I hereby announce myself as
a candidate for County Assessor
)f Harding County, New Mexico,
subject to the action of the Democratic Convention. If nominaWoodward and Miss Nola Can- ted and elected, I pledge myself
non.
to personally discharge the dultev Price left Monday for ties of said office without favor
Raton where he expects to hold to anyone and at a minimum of
a revival.
expense to taxpayers.
Mrs. Henry JNIilchell and grand
A. I. (Shorty) Burleson
son Ross Mitchell, left Tuesday
for an extended visit at the BarANNOUNCEMENT
ney Mitchell home at Dawson.
Mrs. Minnie Woodward is visit
I hereby announce myself a
ing in the W. M. Knoffke and candidate for Sheriff .subject to
and Harry Burris homes at Rat- the action of thg Democratic
on this week.
Convention of Harding County,
The Liberty Sunday school is iew Mexico. If it is the will of
progressing nicely and plans are .he people of Harding County,
being made to organize a mid- I will serve them without fear
week prayer meeting and also a r favor and to the best of my
Young People's Society, which knowledge and ability.
will meet on Sunday evening for
James S. Christman
a course of Bible Study. Rev
Price spoke very complimentary
ANNOUNCEMENT
of his community, in his closing
address on Sunday evening in
This is to announce that H.
a few well chosen words he said
"I have been in the ministry for M. Warner is a candidate for
ANNOUNCEMENT
the past twelve years, and I can sheriff of Harding County, N.M.
subject
Deto
action
the
of
the
fou-:nd
truthfully say I have never
I have decided to become a
a better people than in this mocratic County Convention. He
promises
eleccandidate
if
nominated
and
for the nomination or
community; in the two weeks
Trpncnrpr
íinH (Uwtnv of Hard- ted,
will
give
he
that
people
the
I have been amongst you, I have
he
best
is
in
County,
ing
subject to the action
him
.
that
Adv.
received the most cordial hospiRepublican
Convention.
of
the
tality and have never had such
any suppo- I
want
and
office
the
ANNOUNCEMENT
leaundivided attention, and am
'rt
will
appreciated.
given
be
me
ving all of you with the greatest
admiration and trust God will
l hereby announce myself for .That's all.
Frank L. Schultz
bless each of you"
the. office of County Treasurer
A number of the people of subject to the action of the
ANNOUNCEMENT
Pleasant View attended the reConvention.
If nomivival services here the past two nated and elected, I promise to
weeks.
take personal charge of the ofIt is my ambition to be County
On account of the protracted fice and be on duty at my post Treasurer and Collector of Hardmeeting, the Liberty S.S. post- each day. Any assistance given ing County, and in view of this
poned their picnic indefinitely.
ne will be greatly appreciated. fact I announce myself as a canMrs S. N. Page, Mrs Nowlin
didate for the office subject to
John E. Brockman
and children, Mrs T. M. Ogden
the action of the Democratic Coand son Fred, were six o'clock
nvention. Any support given me
ANNOUNCEMENT
dinner guests of Mr and Mrs Geo
will be greatly appreciated.
Lucas last Sunday.
J. R. McKee
Having been urged by my frieAbbott, N. M.
Mesdames Henry Mitchell, T. nds to make the race for sheriff
M. Ogc'er., Geo Lucas and Messrs I hereby announce myself for thW. Fred Ogden and Tracy Mitch- is important office subject to the
NOTICE
ell were callers at the Nowlin ction of the Democratic ConvenTo the men and women voters
tion, and the subsequent election of Harding County, New Mexico.
home last Friday afternoon.
Hugh Mitchell is building the n NoVPmtvr Tf alantaA
I wish to state that I am a
body on his truck preparatory to give my entire time to the candidate for the office of Counrtfice as there is nothing else to ty Assessor subject to the action
for his school route.
occupy
my attention. Yours for a of the Democratic County Con
Chas Mericle and Tracy Mitch
greater and better Harding Coun vention.
ell were business visitors at Roy
ty.
If nominated and elected, I
on Tuesday.
Jesse D. Wade
will assume personal charge of
Mr G. W. Vaught who has
the officé and will see that all
been quite ill the past six weeks
ANNOUNCEMENT
taxpayers are treated alike. My
is convalescing.
I herebv
Special favors to none.
motto,
Mr and Mrs J. J. Jackson are candidate for County
Respectfully
Clerk
Submitted,
of
enjoying a vacation and rest in
county, subject to the
L. W.Wilson
"ciumg
the mountains of New Mexico.
Mr Will Turner and. family
are anxiously awaiting the arrival of tfteir parents who are
!

Expert workmanship

ANNOUNCEMENT

-

-

SW-NE-

SE14-NW1- 4,

E1.-SE1- 4,

R

AND CAPS FOR MEN
complete,
Our stock of fancy and staple groceries is

All kinds of auto repairing

Conven-

within the
of Harding,
to a flat rate of $1.75 per acre .
Now in order that this office.
procede in the proper and
le?al manner, I would suggest a
representative committee of the
Jarmers of the mesa appear be
Board of County Com
missioners, who will meet at Mire

3

August, 1922, 29i
as the Eoard of
Equalization, and ask for a proper classification of the lands
that are not under cultivation, so
that the same couM be entered
on the tax rolls by this office
at the rate fixed by the State

PueAr

tis

thf

tná SM

Tax Commission.
J. L. Baca,

Assessor of Harding, Co.
FOR SALE at a great bargain : The Sargent property near-th- e
Dr. Gibbs residence. Price
$1,000.00; $150.00 down, balance at the rate of $16.65 per month. Where on earth can you beat

this? For further particulars,,
call at the S. A. office.
and 23

1

J. Appell was a business
in Raton one day last week.

I

shipped by ex- All orders carefully filled and promptly
Telepress or Parcel Post. Our membership in the Florists
Flowers
deliver
to
us
enables
graph Delivery Association
few hours
for you anywhere in the United States on a

notice.

Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"
P.

O.

Drawer

349

Raton, N. M.

.

,

MONEY TO LOAN ON IM
PROVED FARMS AND RAN
CHES; TERMS REASONABLE,
Write or call us.
Blakcly & Scott
Clayton National Bank BIdsr.
i Clayton, New Mexicc

.

touring enroute here for an
.
visit.
Mr Beaver is enjoying a visit
with his brother from Texas.

ve

National Banks

and

the

Mrs Milton Floersheim entertained a number of ladies Wednesday afternoon in honor of
Mrs Edgar FloQrsheim. A very
pleasant afternoon was reported
by those present.

Federal Reserve

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
The Federal Reserve Act has been cited
as one of the greatest pieces of legislation
passed by our Government since the Civil

War.
Among other things it gave elasticity to
U. S. currency permitting it to expand or contract as business conditions warranted.
As a National Bank we are members of
Reserve System and pass on to
Federal
the
patrons
the many advantages derived
our
therefrom.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office
New Mexico.
July 27, 1922

at Clayton,

NOTICE is hereby given that
Kenneth F. Woodman, of Roy,
Harding county, New Mexico,
who, on July 23, and July 28,
1921, made Homestead Entry
Number 027881, and No. 027890
4
Sec. 7.
for
i,
Sec. 8.
EM.-SEV-

WI2-SW1-

4,

WA-NWV-

SEV4-SW1- 4,

Sec. 17.
WI0-SE1-

,

SEVi-NtíV-

4
i,

NE14-NE1-

4,

Sec. 7.
N12-SE1- 4,

Sec-18-

,

DO
YOU
SMOKE?
of Pipes, Cigar
and Cigarette holders, and smokers sundries.
Off on all of them for the next 10 days
10

If you

do, come in and see our stock

Also we have a full line of smoking

and chewing

tobacco, not to speak of your favorite brands of cigars

and cigarettes.

Smoke

WI2-NE1- 4,

SE14-S- E

18N,
14, Section 18, Township
Range 25 E, N. M. P. Meridian,

First National Bank
ROY, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

Strength

Reputation

$60,000-0- 0

Service

has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land aboye
described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office
at Roy, New Mexico, on the 6th
day of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Schneider, J. Floersheim,
J. L. Smith and Frank Smith all
of Roy, New Mexico.
H. H. ERRETT,
Register.
if:

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug store
M. O. GIBBS, Prop.

The
nr.

Spanish-America-

Roy, H grding County, New Mexico,

n,

ABBOTT NEWS

ttiftwmm

Mina Robertson is spending
the week with S. Earley near the

HURRY! HURRY!

canyons

new Solano School is shipping
out two car loads of sand to that
place.
Otis Torrev. prominent ranch
er is haulinsr coal to his ranch
also to the school district this
week.
Yadon McKee had the misfortune to loose his Bull dog "Jiggs'
who was bit by a rattle snake

Having an over supply of 2 inch Galvanized Pipe
and Galvanized well casing, I will sell for á short time
only
you know what cost means to you, without one cent of
profit.
Hurry ! as our supply of well casing and 2 inch pipe
will not last long
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL OTHER WELL SUPPLIES

Saturday.
Mr and Mrs Clyde McColpin
were shopping in Mills éarly

P. T. G13S0N, Prop.

Monday.
J. R. McKee and family enjo
yed the Roy base ball game in
Roy Sunday.
An interesting game ot ban
was played on the Abbott diamond Saturday afternoon bet
ween Abbott and Newton, resul
ting in Newton s lavor.
John Hepburn and wife spent
Saturday night and Sunday at
the parental Cunningham home
in Mills.
Mr and Mrs F. Marton, S.
wellsand McKee enjoyed Tuesday evening at the Jruce Moyer
home .
F. Winch of the Wilson Co.,
was transacting business in Ab-

esse

ur prices
On meats and groceries can't
be beat. Below we offer a few
for your inspection.

MEATS
8

-

-

Plate ribs Chuck steak

-

-

Loin or Round steak

T Bone steak
Rump roast Shoulder roast

-

-

-

-

-

-

bott Saturday afternoon.
Een Floersheim, manager of
s
the Jaritas Ranch, made a
part
or
to
Roy
fore
the
trip
the week.
Mr and Mrs Ray Smith spent
Sunday visiting Mr. Smith's .pa-

lb
1 5c lb
25c lb
25c lb
13c lb

l--

busi-nés-

3c

rents.

13c lb .

We ask your active support in behalf of the nomination by the Republican state
convention of Stephen B. Davis, of Las Vegas, for the office of United States senator.
During his service as a justice of the state supreme court Judge Davis refused
to make any effort in behclf of his nomina fion or to permit his friends to do so. The
growing conviction among Republicans throughout the state that Judge Davis would
be the strongest candidate our party could nominate resulted in representation to
him which prevailed upon him to announce his candidacy, coincident with, this resi- gnation from the court. This action comes too late to permit Judge Davis to make
any active campaign for the nomination, even were he disposed to do so. His position
is that he does not desire to take any steps to force his candidacy upon his party;
that if, in the judgement of the republican voters his nomination is for the. welfare
of the party, he is ready to accept and will welome the opportunity and appreciate
.
. v . ..
.
the honor.
We who have been active in urging Judge Davis to stand for the nomination
are convinced that his nomination Will result not only in his election but that it will
contribute in an important way to the euccessi of our entire state and congressional

DOZEN FOR EGGS

.

.
ticket.
Judge Davis; is a man of outstanding ability as a lawyer and as a business man
years' of ciThis ability has been demonstrated by his career during his twenty-fiv- e
or"
money,
he has won
friends
tizenship in New Mexico. Coming to the state without
his way to a place of leadership in his profession and in many lines! of business and
industrial activity that have contributed to the progress of our state. His record
as a Republican is one of unswerving loyalty and effective service in tlje ranks. Such
offices and honors as have come to him invariably have been in recognition of his
equipment for service or for service well performed. He is free of any handicap of
factional activity or opposition and wil command the united and enthusiastic tup-poof all Republicans, as his record and ability must coiniviand iiie aptrcvd
Jl
cf higa parpóse an!
citizens. His entire life b an cpen book and an

TIRESPECIALS

La-Nel-

14

G & J Tires
$12.00
32 x 31-$15.00
32 x 4
,

2

Judge Davia is a profound student of the political,, economic and s:cial LLtory
of our country as well as of its present day life and prcbiems. An adherent to the
broad principles of the Republican party, he is a man of independent thought and
action; a determined, forceful character whose court.: will be guided in the fulure, as
it has been in the past by what he believes to be wise and just,
Thus Judge Davis, by education, experience and temperament is equipped for
most uixful service to his party, his sate and the nation. His record iaiku past is
adequate guaranty for the high character of his csrvicc in the event cf s nomina.
tion and election.
Jadj-Dav's s a
From the practical standpoint of campaign eríicicncy,
convincing campaigner. A resident and a feeoer in the utror-- .r.t Republican county
in the state he will command the uit:d, eatlrjgiastic supjyrt.of the who e greup of
in
republican counties' whose majorities determino the measure cf republican
.e
Sint:s
t
United
for
our state. Our common purpose in nominating a candidate
senate is to elect a Republican xnator. Judge Davis can and will be cle.ted.

$17.50
Mich'elin Cords reduced
again.' Selling now at

$12.75
BUY YOUR TIRES WHERE YO U GET
YOUR AIR

.

R. S. Wood Motor
Company

.

s.,

c

fus

le

11

1

1

SCHOOL DAYS

James X Christman
Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts

Will soon be here and we are prepared

NEW MEXICO- -

to take care of your wants.

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts

Thetford has purchased a

We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
our
We have an experienced abstracter m charge pf
'

new Ford Truck.
of Vaughn
Rov Cunnins-hacame up Tuesday to visit his pa
rents Mr and Mrs W. ri. Uunnm-ghaa few days. His sister Mrs
Eva Cunningham will accompany him home and attend school
down there this winter.
m

business

We give our entire time and attention to the abstract

INCORPORATED AND BONDED
New Mexico.
Mosquero,

'

h--

e,

33x4

Harding County Abstract. Co.

;

honorable endeavor.

Harry W. Kelly, Chairman.

business
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper'
ing in Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable
charge.

;

rt

New Mexico Davis Club

.

ROY.

;
--

term.
Mrs Anderson, Woods, Torrey,
Irwin and Fisher were shopping
with local merchants Saturday
We present these facts fcr your thoughtful consideration with confidence that
afternoon.
ample basis, upon which to request your support lor Judgo Davis before
they
furnish
Mr and Mrs Carl Fish and Mr
and in the campaign.
convention
the
all
enjoyed
an
Randall
Mrs
,t
and
day fishing party at the lake
Saturday.
Mr and Mrs Casli Woods have
just returned from Clayton. They report crop conditions bad.
Mr Sam Newton was in Thurs
By- day bringing his son Clyde who
letf for Katon where he nas employment while going to school.
Mrs Clyde McColpin and
,
The Baker and Schcier Motor-Co.Triplette were visiting in Mr and Mrs. Edgar Baker are
FOR SALE
of this place have sold five
Mills Saturday.
rejoicing over the arrival ot a
Mr and Mrs Carl Floersheim fine little son which arrived at
Havinff decided to leave this more Ford trucks in the past,
and Mrs Sidney Rosenwald and the Plumlee Hospital Tuesday community, I will offer for sale week, and the nurchasers of,
children of Springer, motored to morning.
same are; Frank Seidel, of Roy,.
Dr. Plumlee the at- the following furniture;
spent
bunday
Jantas Ranch and
tending physician states that all
Dining Chairs,' Dressers, Ro- O. J. Bradley of Mosquero, Ira
with relatives.
are doing well and Edgar, he too cking Chairs, Chiffonier, Chiffo-rob- Thetford, C. II. Garner and E.
Writing Desk, Library Ta- F. Chsr.cy of Mills, New Mexico.
is recovering slowly from the
MILLS AND VICINITY
table, Kitchen CupKitchen
ble,
shock, and say he is sure putting
board, Beds, Linoleum (practicaHelmer Johnson of Noiintrn
A. D. Hurford. John Arnett on airs. Grand dads Baker and lly new). Heating Stove and a
Illinois
is visiting at the Aspgren;
and Ira Thetford went to Mos- Hughes are also all smiles over few other household articles, home near Mosquero. Mr John
quero Tuesday to attend a Demo the happy event as well as gran- which are m the best of shape, son
is a constant reader ot the
cratic convention.
one De Laval Saparator, two S.A. and made a pleasant call
rejoicing
aso
is
who
Hughes
dma
Mrs Bessie. Stroh who has be
ertra fine Registered Poland on the office force Wednesday
en visiting here at the E. D. Ba-- over the arrival of her first gra China Sows and some horses and and watched us get out the pa
rtmess home left Sunday tor her ndchild.
mules.
per that furnishes news all the
home in Emporia, Kansas.
any
above
time.
for
of
the
For sale household goods of Will sell
Mrs Mvra 0. DeFrees and two
good
security.
ccsh
or
children of Mosquero 'were gue- - every discription, all is good sha
t
T
Call and' see
Furniture for sale: All kinds
sts at rne J. r . JeonaaruJ Jiume pe, will sell at a bargain, fcee
new, what do you
practically
and
,
Roberts
R.
at
night.
Boulware,
W.
Mrs.
Friday
Shelby
Strickland
last
ltn1
2pd
912 miles east of Roy. want? See Clyde Hooper,
Fred Pate was in town Tues- Olver at once . day after lumber for a car shed.
Mr Knouf of hear Roy has con
4
tracted to paint the school house.
S. T. Anslev and family left
Friday for Cimarron where they
will scend two weeks visiting
and gathering apples.
The School Board nave oeen
fortunate in securing C. D. Cheney and C. H. Garner for the
auto track routes. Mr. Garner
will have the east and Mr Cheney the west route
We have a notion to cry becau
se our editor has decided to run
for a county office. Not that we
thin? he would be a bad county
Treasurer-no-.
no but our sympa
thy is with the S.A. What will
it do without. a pa? However we
will dash our tears away and try
to not keep a good man dawn.

OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor

to

i

ing business in Mills .
Creighton Carter will leave
next week for Denver where he
will attend school for the coming

CITY MEAT MARLET

ri

Tucum-car-

Saturday returning Sunday.
J. W. Carter, well known farmer of this place was transact-

$3.50 cwt.

'

,

Clyde McColpin was in

DIAMOND M FLOUR
AVE PAY 20

To The Republican Voters
of Harding County

.

S. Pelphrey, contractor for the

Notice Mr. Farmer

ROY TIN SHOP,

Saturday August, 2fth, 1922

'

See Clvde HooDer if vou want
a complete suite of living room
wicker furniture, tapestry upho-

lstered. Must sell before the 29t

ltn

If you need Navajo rugs, Kitchen cabinet, large heater and
other articles of furniture, see

F.S. Strickland 'at the Roberts
and Olver Co office at once 2pd

Pony Boys Suits and Pants
Gingham Dresses and Goods
by the yard for the girls.

Roy Trading Co.

The Spanish American, Royt Harding County, Hew Mexico.

3 ' REHABILITATION
;

BUREAU

lSliAUKUr'INEW 1INJJUSTKI

MONEY

Men Being

to

LOAN
On improved
real-estat-

Taught Trade in

School in Albuquerque

e

Long time
Low rate

Saturday Aügu.ft, 26tíi, ÍÍ22'

that no rigid standards of manufacture were adhered to. To
circumvent this difficulty stand
ard specifications were drawn
by experts and a special trade
marked label was provided for
the exclusive use of broom mak
ers living up to these standards,
A statewide campaign of news
paper advertising is planned ' to
acquaint the people of the state
with this label, and to educate
them to its meaning. As the
specifications of the broom to
which it is attached will imprint
ed on the label together with its
guarantee, people will know ex
actly the grade of broom they

'final
dbserts his wife and children!
Sougtit to' be arrested, tried and' con.
Inictedl and' whipped in' ths public;
squawffww months.
fáilkt&'sapport'His'family.-an-

Perhaps the most irrfpomnf
In its efforts to return partiproblem before the1 pubtifi" today is
productive
to
people
ally disabled
the marriage problem
industry the state department of
There are more thtindcrings at
industrial rehabilitation has gone
tne 'loundation o:
THE
the home than
a long way toward establishing
before.
MARRIAGE ever'
a new industry for New Mexico-The
world
the manufacturing of household
determined
PROBLEM Seems
destrov
brooms, an industry which is
to
the
fi.lftfi.lJft.
norrtt. It is ttsing the automobile,
carried on in His state almost
thtf motion, picture house, the dance
people.
oewpitt agrees- before
exclusively by blind
fiauiyr
haiT, the pool room, the summer
avoidl ffi domestic re
percentthe Sabbath picnic, games,
Statestics show the
live a life of free-and amusements, and every other sponsibilities and!ami
ace of blind people in New Mex
domestic duty.
front
dom
'cars
.
U UWTV lVVWlh
IU1U
conceivable method to scatter the
tantamount to
ico is very large. andwhile there m lUJ
Such
family,
from
of
detract
sobriety
the
event
does
the
broom
that the
social1 murder.
are few institutions in the Uni- not give satisfaction.
the hwfhe and wreck the domestic premeditated'
The W:irliet rifcce of Amer.cán
foundtttkw.
ted States that rank higher than
hUfnrv is the. divorce' Paee. To
"The
Mr.
says
whole
idea,"
the New Mexico Institution for Rockey,
Many a girl marries tor a vorce one couple in'evwy five maw
"is to bring the work
fncal ticket, including a theatre cou riages is a. crime' against society
the blind, the facilities for this of
these unfortunate people to a
pon,
home, and God.'
institution are confined to young strictly
VvTien One day of scarcity of food
Many divorces aresewght by wocommercial
capital
basis,
people. Up to the time the state
furcomes
is
xñé
no
because their htwbands- are
men
amusement
izing
the extra earnestness and
department of industrial rehabnished, sn enters the divorce court, cruet, or they fail to 'support them
conscientiousness
of
blind
the
and there commits a crime against or they Have deserted1 tnm.
ilitation tackled the job there workers
n
into' producing a quality
society amt places a blot upon the
Any man who deliberately pracwas no provision made in the
and
h'is
wife
womankind.'
against
cf
cruelty
tices
article
gain
''name
and hold
that can
state for training the adult blind
legitiand even with the careful train- the market in the face of
mate
competition."
proing given in institutions the
The plan for furthering the
blem of earning a living which
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
Johni Hbrnbaker wassttft from
confronts a blind man or. woman broom industry in New Mexico
CONVENTION
Oen ranch, south of Solano,
the
is a complicated and difficult includes raising of broom corn
afternoons
one. Reports have pointed out a product which experiments
The Harding; County Republi
that the percentage of blind who have shown to be ideally suited cans will hold then convention at F.Li Schultz, E. S. IreláBd cad
to
condition
the
climatic
of
the
leave school directly to enter
Saturday the 2nd, day Roy S. Wood were Kephact visiis state. Two varieties are grown Mosquero,
remunerative occupations
in the United States, the Stand of September, at which time tors the later part of thetweek.
very small.
meth- they will select Five (5) delega
ard and
Of the manual occupations ods of the Dwarf. The
cultivation are similar; tes to go to Albuquerque to the Boy, fifteen years of age or
open to people afflicted in this
grow in New Mexico State Republican Convention : aider, wanting to work and! go to
both
will
way, piano tuning, rug weaving
with little care oroil prepara- said State Republican Coavenv sduool on truck should inquire
and broom making seem, by tion.
26-- 3
tion being fori the purpose of no- at this office.
comparisons of government reRepublican
full
minating
a
State
ports, to be the only ones that Today, most of the broom corn licket, one Candidate for U. S. Several candidates for county
used
in
is
ship
United
States
the
people become experts in all of
Senator and one member of Con- offices were in town Saturday
these, but unfortunately, in New ed in from Colorado or Oklahoma gress, to be voted on at the No- afternoon mingling with? the
Mexico there is a decided limit The Oklahoma crop is harvested vember election, T&esdáy thelthi crowds and building up their poland the Colorado
for the market for these services in
The Precinct Chairmen are itical fences.
crop
around
the
first of October.
piano
tuners
The demand for
hereby
requested to call their
here is very small and the Nav- Farmers who have experimented primaries at an early date, but
Affiuquerque Aug. 23: With
with
broom
in
New
corn
Mexico
ajo and Chimayo weavers in the
not later than the&Oth., of Aur the gtroup of strong republican
are
of
opinion
New
the
a
that
state narrow very materially the
gust, and to see ta it that dates courxtks in the central and. nor
Mexico
market for the products of the early in crop could be harvested
would; of primary are given due publi- thern, part of the state practicaSeptember.
This
blind weavers.
not only make it very valuable, city in every precinct in Hard- lly a unit in his support, advoca
Meets Competition
tes, of Judge Stephen B. Davis of
coming in a month or six weeks ing County.
Although the competition in before the present available crop The apportionment for Har&- Las, Vegas foir the repuMcaai
brooms is very intense, the fact but would reduce the cost of the ing County is Five
Delegates senaHarial nomination assert coa-t- o
163,200 are annually used in the brooms
the Republican State Conven.-- fidently that he will be nomina
aamanufactured
here,
state of New Mexico alone, ac- sisting very materially in com- - tion, based on the vote for Com ted on the first ballot in the con- cording to available stastics, a peting with- - the open market,. gress 1920,
ventian which meets in this; cilocal product has a very good
ty
September 7. They base: this
Harof
precincts
The
different
Mills here will supply broom
chance of entering the field
handles as soon as the demand ding County are entitled to the forecast upon a count of county
Before the state department. justifies the purchase of the mil following delegates ta Mosquero, delegations in which they incluO
r
de Union, Colfax San Migrad,
cf industrial rehafilitation be- mg equipment neccessary tor oaiuraay ime zna.,,
ay ox oejp-AMora, Guadalupe, De Baca, Torcame interested in broom mak- their turning.
handler tember, 1922.
the
Sandoval;
ing the quality of the brooms used in the state today come No.
Precinct Delegates, rance, Bernaffio,
Taos, Rio Arriba, and
made here varied according to from Kansas City, an additional
1
10
Mosquero)
San Juan counties. Valencia. Cothe individual whims of the saving in f reight would be effect
4
Solano
2
unty they agree will probably go
broom makers, a satisfactory ed through the establishment oí
16
Roy
3
to Herbert B. Holt, while Socorraw material was difficult to a local supply.
5
Mills
4
ro and Santa Fe counties are
procure, no standard specificat1
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AH business houses report, a: 6
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makvery limited capital broom
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Old Rosebud
Oscar Murphy, of the Bradley 10
man, with 273 required to nomi--I
ers were unable to supply the
2
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Lower Mosquero
nate. Holt, the only formidable
wholesalers and jobbers in a neighborhood, was trading with 12
'
3
Gallegos
Roy
opponent for the senatorial no
Saturday.
merchants
last
they
and
if
satisfactory manner,'
1
Bryantine
13
mination, is making a vigorous
sold directly to the housewife
2
Logan
14
Ed Williams, ranchman of the .15
they immediately became in disiniSAuai ,aiuyaiu aux will iiavc
1
Rosebud
a strong following in the convengrace with the merchants of the country north of Mills, was in. 16
2
Cone
tion, headed by his home county
Roy last Saturday purchasing,
territory.
1
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Abbott
delegation
from Dona Ana. JudCareful investigations by the supplies.
Bueyflasim,
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ge
will
not be able to coDavis
state brought to light the fact
19
2
Sabino
state in advance
ver
the
entire
county
Anderson,
C.
could
Ernest
the blind of New Mexico
convention
of
His very rethe
'
be taught to make brooms which clerk, was up from the county-sea68,
Total
cent
from
resignation
the supreon business a few days the
excelled those that were being
Dated at Ra; New Mesiiasi, me court and the more recent
past
week.
is
This
shipped into the state.
this 21st., day of August, 1922. death of tfye mother of Mrs. Dadue to the fact that brooms are
E. L H. Roy,
vis have combined to prevent his
essentially a hand product. The
Donald and Hiram Upton of
Chairman taking any avtive part in the vibrooms shipped in from other the La Cinta canyon country. Attest:
gorous campaign his supporters
states are machine made. There were in the city last Saturday
Remigio Lopez,
are pushing in every county in
Í3 something that enters into purchasing supplies
for their
Secretary.
;the
state.
broom making a personal sel- large ranch.
rapid spread of. 'republican
The
ection of the straw and the
Clyde Hooper and wife and; d sentiment for Davis is an intetenjudgement of just the right
Mr. Grass of El Paso, traveling
King and Mrs. W. ILMcCar resting call of the office seeking
sion on the binding wire that auditor for the El Paso & South
makes considerable difference in western railway, was in Rojr for ger who have' been up at Taos, the man. It is based upon general knowledge of a sound judgethe balance and life of the broom a few days this week on comp- Santa Fe ami other points; retur- ment
and courage and a demonD W. Rockey, state supervis- any business.
ned home last week.
strated ability that have frequeM
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Ntf cottpl sHmrtd be allowed' to'
marry unttfs each party Withe con.
itracf couhf produce a certificate'
showing ' sound, clean body and a
sane' mini Sor three preceding' generations,- am? spotless moral! char
acter;.
No- cotiplfe" should be allowed to
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Write to
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Schultz
Johnson
Roy, N. M.

I6HT.BE

marry their' daughters.
Awake, parenfft and help us
problem and thus-savsociety- fromi its present rotten'
-

tendency:

SMART

Enough to propit froa a

loss but ajot from

-

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

last-Saturd-

tole Jctaytjbsft
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Parents- - arrttp Blame for much of
matrimonial loose--nesthe present-da- y
They are too anxious- - to'

,

YOU

could also show

tHey understand and are"
sid d'scharge
that" matrimony and
trcmie imposes upon

AUCTIONEER

M3Is,N.M.
Date at this office.

FATJO"S HONEY"
Fancy Comb

mid-Octob- er

:

Extracted Honey

For asto by the caee
and ki 5 gal. cans

by a3

Retailed

Leading

Grocers-Italia-

n

Bees and Queens

Fatjo Apiaries

-

P.O. Box

Springer, New Mex.

.

-

E. B. Lauhter and L. M. Livingston of Solano were business
visitors in Roy the first of the

week.

.

,

.1

1

Steve Trigg1, of the Trigg ran-rwas in Roy on business last

h,

Saturday.

WILL TRADE

Irrigated farms for good sized
tracts of grazing land. What ha

ve you7
'

!;,!:

R. E. Alldredge,
Roy, N. Mex.

Hog men Attention! I have
Tankage for sale.
F. S. Brown
WANTED
Wanted a good second hand
binder; must be in good condition. Write me price and condition when answering this ad.
W. M. Jett, Star Route,
Taylor Springs, N. M.
:
'

,

FOR SALE

300 bushel

clean

Turkey Red seed wheat See
Fred Fluhman

Fairbank
Morse

Cylinders
Deep well pumping outfit
Gas pipe & fittings
Stock Tanks
Superior and Van Brunt
Grain Drills
Oliver & Emerson Tractor
and horse Plows
Wagons
Tin Shop Supplies
Well Casing

Safety Flues
'Self Oiling and Roller
Bearing Windmills

BAUM BROS

TIN SHOP

Machine Work,
ACETYLENE WELDING AND-DISROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH1THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

a Wade,

X

;

j

AUCTIONEER
I am a craduafp fmm tri
Missouri Auctioneering School
I will assure you of service-tha-

t

brings results.
. Will be glad to cry your sale
Jiywhere at any time.

t

Col. B. R. Reeder
.

Roy, New Mexico.

Le-lan-

buquerque

$44.o.

and

s

Mc-Kinle- y,

or of industrial rehabititation,
is making an experiment at Al

Pumping engine

General Blacksmith

that he hopes will

pe

into a partial solution of
the problems confronting the
blind and otherwise disaDiea
broom makers of the state. At
415 north Sixth street is a broom
factory operated by a man who
is partially disabled and who,
in his way, comes under the juris
diction of the state department
under the state s supervision.
He employs and is training a
rapidly growing number of blind
people in the art of broom, mak- inp.
!H
Other industriously disabled
people, according to the plans of
Mr. Rockey, win inspect ana mar
ket the product of the factory.
In time all of the broom factories of the state operated by parthis
tially disabled people-a- nd
means most of them will be
banded together for mutual benefit in the purchasing of raw
materials and the selling of the
finished product.

E. S. Ireland, Loan inspector DO YOU WANT TO TRADE?
for the American National1 Insurance Co., was in Roy several il have' rental property lor sale
days this week inspecting loans or trade. This property is at
for Schultz & Johnsort. Mr. Tar River, Oklahoma, and I will
Ireland is here from IfcEeford, trade for good New Mexico land,
Texas, and he reports that crop What bsve you' to. ffer
conditions are poor all the way
P. A. "Bawiett, R.FJ). 1
Roy, New Mexico.
from Hereford to Roy.

Our Farm Champions in Washington

i

Brooms Advertised
One of the most serious problems confronting the state board
n their c:Ferir.2nt was the fact

7

i

!1

f

I

V.

9

y

X
Kitili-ltn-

111

UNDERTAKER

And

LICENSED EMBALMER
ntly served the state and the re- Fu line of Caskets alwaysq. on.
publican party in both official
band, also suits and dresses.
and unofficial capacities. Up to Calls answered day or. night
the day he presented his resigPhone No. 58
nation as a member of the sup
Foster Elk.
Roy, N. Mex.
reme court Judges Davis had not.
consented to become a candidate
for the nomination, yet the announcement of his candidacy
found practically all of the northern counties in which he ia
ON REAL ESTATE
hest known, a unit in his' favor.
One of the stronst arguments in favor of Davis for senator, Rates Reasonable..
his supporters point out, is the Can Mafc Inspection Socsel.
fact that his home county of San Write, Fhone or See,
Miguel is also the home of Senator Jones the probable democratic nominee.
Jones, running
NEW MEXICO.
against a Republican from any MOSQUERO,
other county in the state, it is
asserted!, would cut deeply into
GARDNER S. CHAPIN, M. D-the republican majority in San
Physician and Surgeon
Miguel county.
Davis, they
claim will carry that county by GLADSTONE. NEW MEXICO.
a majority that will break all records. His personal following in
Mora, Colfax and Union counties
117
VTTDn .
r .
J
where republican majorities in
recent years .have been all or one who can handle a Fordson
wholly missing, is. such as to in- and do all kinds of farm work .
(
sure, his success in those counties
Jack Mahoney,
Adv.
R.R."A"aty.
,
',
j

MONEY to LOAN

Remejio Lopez

i

Thi ic nn iiniicnat ren at thí Dtnartment OÍ Afirri
VI ora
chAWfl
rnUliM vitiiuiii( n f lf aouillvuti.
iclil rt"
3
w
'
&vw r
wtfv aurirajw
irv v4 uut mu I (41111 viiniKf ivii
tor .producing best in calt, pork, garden and Mia
clubs was a trip to Washington. This group was
sent from Maryland. Secretary of Agriculture Wal- lace is addressing them.
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From All Over
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and Arizona

JbrEconomical Transportation.
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approximately fif
Cost of
teen miles of the El Paso & South
western railway tracks between Lewis
Springs and Benson, which will be necessary by the proposed Irrigation pro
ject of the San Pedro Water Users'
Association, will be about $2,000,000, it
became known recently.
John T. O'Kourke was drowned In
the Rio Grande at El Paso when an
automobile he was driving plunged
down a ten-foembankment Into deep
water. A passerby, attracted by a hat
floating on the water, dived and found
the machine with the dead driver
seated at the wheel.
At a joint meeting of the Santa Cruz
county board of supervisors and the
county highway commission It was decided to build a bridge costing approximately $16,000 across Sonolta creek at
Patagonia. The structure will span
the creek on the new state highway
between
Patagonia
and ' Cochise

"

The Lowest Priced
QUALITY Roadster

510:

o.b.

practical as a business car. For salesmen it will serve splendidly
to multiply earning power, making possible the covering of a much larger territory and more calls in a given time.
in its
It has the fine appearance that carries prestige, which Is another point
favor as a business car. And then it is the cheapest in price of any car in

And because it is the car of lowest operating cost, it becomes the cheapest In
cost per year of service of any car in the world.

Comparisons Sell Chevrolet

apeeds forward and one reverse.

Standard Braking System

foot
service brake, hand emergencybrake.

Standard Electrical System;
Starter, storage battery, Remy

igni-

tion.

Standard Cooling System
circulation, large,

honey-com-

b

punip
radia-

tor and fan.
Standard Instrument Board,
taining

.

speedometer, ammeter,

con-

oil

pressure gauge, lighting and starting
switch, ana cnoice pun.
Standard Type ot Carburetor,
with exhaust heater one reason why
you get most miles per gallon of gasoline with a Chevrolet.

Powerful,

Valve-Irí-He-

Motor.

ad

The same type as used in successful
cars selling at much higher prices.
with extra
Demountable Rims
rim.
Many Other Advantages which will
be noticed on inspection, comparison
and demonstration.

Investigate the Difference
Before You Buy

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motors Corporation

Touring, $525 Roaditer, $510 J.Passinger Sedan, $860
PRICES F O. B.
Utility Coupe, $680
Coupe, $840
FLINT, wrinClAVI
jght Delivery, $510 Commercial CbauU, $425
There are 5,000 Chevrolet Dealer, and
World's Large Manufacturer of
Service Station. Throughout the World
QUALITY AutomobUel
d

Dealers and Parts Depots Wanted

e,

in all territory not adequately covered. Address

Chevrolet Motor Company
1833 Wazee Street, Denver, Colorado
Moment of Suspense.
Explaining It.
Young Walton had been wooing Miss
"Insect" he bellowed. "Why do you
Truelove for a long time years and
call me Insect?"
years It seemed to her father.
His wife smiled sweetly.
At last the couple stood before the
"Because when I married you I got
altar, and the clergyman put the fatal
stung."
,

question:

"Will you, Henry Walton, take this
woman to be your lawfully wedded,
wife?"
"This was too much for Miss True'
love's little brother Jimmy, who had
watched the progress of the long court
ship from various points of vantage
'
during the years.
"Gosh, pa !" he gasped out, excitedly,
"Suppose he won't 1"

Cuticura Soap
The Velvet Touch
For the Skin
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 anil 50c, Talcum 25c

IF YOUR

Uses

"Cutter's"

Serums ind Vaccines he is

doing his best to conserve your
interests. 5 years
concentration on
one Une count fot
something.

Art Crushed to Earth.
Stanlslaw Szukalskl, a New York
VETERINARIAN
sculptor, marries a Chicago girl and
makes her live on a pig farm.
The Cutter Laboratory
Tht labsrattry that Kn tw$ ifw"
"Sculpturing isn't very profitable,"
(U. a License)
California
Berkeley
he says, "but those who raise pigs
make a lot of money."
West Texas Military Academy
Thus, once more, is art crushed to
ao.T.o. San Antonio, Texas wtnYear earth. Washington Times.
Affiliated with the University of Texas,
West Point, AnnapullB and leading Instituofficer
tions of the United States. Anuj Uniform
detailed bf War Department.
6quipmentl88ued by Government. Separate
Junior School. Swimming Pool. Athletlo
1'teld. Champions oí Football and Baseball.
Open. SEPT. B. Write for new lllnstratei
catalogue. J. TOM WILLIAMS, Sopu

color yonr hair
easily, quickly
and aafely by

VQ UCAH

using

nnlnl Ra.
yon look young
Itorer. Bare to use a. water. Hake
At all good drunrlats, 75 cents, or illreol
Chemists, Memphis, Tenn.
(rom HES8IQ-ELLIUm.tr

Didn't Know Her Place..
hy
did you leave your
last placer Applicant "The missus
was too Independent."-Mistress--"W-

Sure Relief
FOR IIIDlGESTIOfl

BOYS Send for our list of premium: The
beat obtainable; eaaleat work; you can get
anything on the list In a few hours; we give
cash commissions if desired; send your name
today; no expense. MAJA HAIR NET COMPANY, BEKKELEY, CALIFORNIA.

D

BCLL-AN-S

Hot wafer
Sure Relief

- C O L - Q
ITOH SORES

I
BURNS

CUTS
75c at atore; 85c by mftiL Address
New York Drug Concern, New York
FOR

6

254 and 754 Packages. Everywhere

jgIUIIIIllllBIIIIlllllllIIHIIBl
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Construction of the new mill for the
Stargo Mines, Inc., In the Clifton,
Arlz district, Is being pushed and It Is
expected that the plant which will handle 150 tons dally, will be completed
by the 15th of September. The Stargo
Company, which la controlled by Benjamin Getzoff of New York, la now
employing about fifty men.
The new railroad, extending from
Lacero, on the National Linea of Mexico to the properties of the Ahumada
Lead Company, and the Erupción Mining Company of Warren, Ariz., which
are located In the Loa Lamentos district of Chihuahua, has been completed. Shipments of about 200 tons of
lead ore will soon begin to the El Paso
smelter.
Members of Fred Hllburn post,
American Legion, met recently In
Douglas to discuss definite plans for
entertainment of the delegates to the
state convention to be held In Douglas Sept 18, 19 and 2a W. J. Murphy,
chairman of the entertainment committee, presented an outline of a program the committee
has prepared,
which Includes several novel and Interesting numbers.
Several hundred men have been
added to the United Verde Copper
Company payroll with the operation
of a third reverberatory at the Clark-dalAria., smelter. Near Jerome
steam shovels are handling some 3,000
yards of material a day and are approaching the old mine workings, from
which it Is expected a large tonnage of
good smelting ore will be obtained.
The recently completed Cottrell fume
treating plant Is now In operation.
Mating customs In vogue for countless generations among Indians on the
Camp Verde reservation, fifty miles
east of Prescott, are to be supplanted
at once by the marital laws of the
white man. Supt. J. O. Barnd of the
reservation was busy recently issuing
marriage licenses, and five ceremonies were performed as the first of a
series of weddings In wholesale lots.
"We are attempting to make these people feel they are mating as human be
ings and not as animals," remarked
Sam Jl inula
Superintendent Barnd.
and a woman who has been his mate
for thirty years after the custom of
the Mohave Apache Indians, were the
veterans of the unique group that
faced a local Justice of the peace.
That the War Department has no
knowledge of a contemplated abandonment of Camp Harry J. Jones, as
was rumored In Douglas recently, and
that repairs to the buildings and an
Increase In the personnel Is being contemplated Is the Information con
talned In two letters from Secretary
Weeks to Representative Carl Hay
den, copies of which were received by
George E. Buxton, president of the
Douglas Chamber of Commerce and
Mines.
The letters were replies to
Hayden's Inquiries
Representative
made at the behest of the Chamber of

will please stand up!"
But Phoebe upward wriggled:

F.nlrUaa Srarrfi
And all the Pupils giggled
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When you bake with
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or man
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Calumet you know,

coMTumiiA

there will be no loss or
failures. That's why it
,

The city council Is calling for bids
for the paving of six blocks of Allen
street In the business district of Tombstone. Paving of five miles of state
highway will start soon. The addition
to the grammar school Is to be completed within two weeks. Work on
the Union High school will soon be
under way. It Is an $80,000 project
The Fairbanks section of the Tomb
section of the state
highway will be completed during the
next thirty days. Work starts soon
á
on the three-mil- e
lateral from
station to the Tombstone-No- gales state highway junctlon.
W. M. Coog of the Agricultural Col
lfig
f the University of Arizona, was
appointed manager of the Arizona
Farm Bureau Federation at a meeting
of the federation's executive commit
tee. He will serve for one year, hav'
Ing been granted aleave of absence by
the university for that period. As
manager of the federation, Mr. Cook
will have' charge of the state headquarters direct membership campaigns
and organization work, and will con
duct surveys and Investigations and
assist commodity-marketinorganizastone-Nogal-

is far less expensive
than some other brands
selling for less.

Don't be led into tailing Quantity

9
fio? Quality'

Calumet proved best by test in millions of
Bake-Da- y
contests. Largest selling brand
in the world. Contains only such ingredients as have been approved by U. S. Pure
'
Food Authorities.

the World's Greatest Balling Powder
MADE

NO

SORT

OF APPEAL

I

HER UNLUCKY DAY THAT WAS ASKING TOO MUCH

EVIDENTLY

I

at

Bishop Probably Had Read That
"Much Shall Be Forgiven," but
Really, Professor Jonesl

I was very busy upstairs with some
In a government office In
one day a Californlan was dis necessary writing, and, glancing out
coursing on the sport of fishing off the the window, beheld Mrs.
a neighbor, coming up the walk.
Pacific coast.
"We all get out In small motor-boats,- " Calling my small daughter, I told her
said he, "and fish with a long to tell the visitor I was not at home.
line baited with flying fish. Anything She descended the stairs to do my bidtuna Isn't ding and I tipped softly to the top of
less than a hundred-pounthe stairs to hear the conversation.
considered good sport."
"Mother home?" Inquired Mrs. NeighA colored messenger had been listening with great Interest to this con- bor.
"No, ma'am," said my faithful child.
versation.
At this unfortunate monient the
"Excuse me, boss," he said, wide-eyeas he stepped up to the group, heavy blue beads I wore around my
"but did I understand you to say that neck broke and rattled down In the hall
like a heavy' hailstorm. My small
you were flshin' for hundred-poundaughter glanced at the dancing glass
fish in a little motorboat?"
"Yes," said the Californlan, "we go particles and, looking up In consternation, cried, "0, mother you broke your
out frequently.".
"But," urged the messenger, "ain't pretty blue beads !"; Chicago Tribune.
you all afeared you might ketch one?"
Pittsburgh Dispatch.
The Princess Threatens.
The friend of a New York girl who,
some years ago, became a European
A Much Tried Man.
A Chicago man, whose hobby Is the princess, tells of an incident In the
clipping and collecting of humorous royal household.
The friend was Just entering the
advertisements, especially those appearing In the "want" columns, has princess' dressing room when she
recently added the following to his chanced to overhear this colloquy becollection, an advertisement that ap- tween mistress and maid:
The Maid But, madame
peared In a paper in that city:
second-hanThe Princess If I catch you and my
A loud,
"WANTED
husband kissing again, one of you will
phonograph for reprisals."

An English clergyman now visiting
this country tells a story of an eminent Church of England ecclesiastic
now dead, who on the occasion of the
gathering pf the British association,
Invited the members to an entertainment at his place. But he sent no
card to one member of the association,
who, thinking that he was the victim of an oversight, mentioned the
matter to a mutual friend.
"I will speak to the bishop and make
that right," said the friend. "It was a

Colored Messenger Couldn't See Where Woman Probably Convinced That
That Moment Her "Jinx" Was
the "Sport" Came In Jn That
Strictly on the Job.
Kind of Fishing.

.

"Stay-Forever-

d

d

d

have to go.
Two to Consider.
''Be mine and I shall be the happiest
of mortals." "No. I'll remain as I am.
I also want to be happy."

Exchange.

Fred Probably

-

Knew.

mere accident.".
He did speak to the bishop, to this
effect :
Professor
"By some mischance,
Jones has not been invited to the entertainment. Of course you mean him
to come?"
"No, Indeed. I do not," said the
bishop. "Nothing can Induce me to
ask under my roof a man, who has
defended the execution of Socrates I"
Philadelphia Ledger.

Just Dimly Remembered.
I had hot seen my friend and her
small son for a year, so when I saw
him playing In his grandmother's yard
I said: "Aren't you Charles Smith?"
"Yes, I am," said Charles.
"My, how you've grown!" I said.
"I was at your house the night the
stork brought you to your mamma."
"Oh, yes," ho nodded, gravely, "and
you stayed all night. I can Just bare-

"I notice you don't use a
"No. Fred said It was very bad taste." ly remember It."

Exchange.

Let's disarm the thermometer
starches for the body are like

MEATS andthe furnace.

Why not adopt for breakfast or lunch, Grape-Nu- ts
with cream or milk and a little fresh fruit
and turn off the internal heat? Here's complete nourishment, with cool comfort.
Grape-Nut- s
contains all the nourishment of
whole wheat flour and malted barley, including
the vital mineral elements and bran "roughage,"
in the long baking
and it is partially
process by which it is made.
There's a wonderful charm for the appetite
in the .crisp, sweet goodness of this ready-to-efood, and fitness and lightness afterward, which
meet summer's heat with a smile.
pre-digest- ed

at

Your grocer will supply
J
you with Grape-Nut- s

Hua-chuc-

Mu lily White

!. ... Wr,;twitV

Commerce.

PMPJBEM

A DSft ITünso osló E3c2zoy Cove

Phoenix.

America, quality and equipment considered.

Standard Rear Axle Construction
strong, quiet Spiral Bevel Gears.
three
Standard Transmission

Economy WMZHRHln

Harry Ellington Brook, M.D., of Los
Angeles, who writes In the Los Angeles Times on "The Care of the
Body," which feature has thousands
of regular readers, at one. time made
bis home In Tombstone as the editor
of the Tombstone Epitaph, then being
conducted by John O. Dunbar, now of

It is intensely

Means:

Who

county.

The Chevrolet Roadster is a car that can be used purely for business; purely for
personal service, or in an ideal combination of both.

Consider What Chevrolet Equipment

OSMMSMir

HMUOJ

Gives Old Capes Glow of flew
Putnam Fadeless Dyes -- dyes cr tints as you wish

g

tions,

i

'There's a Reason"
for
Grape-Nut- s
Madabr

ta.

Poatnia Ctraal Co.,
Baula Cracfc. Mica.

The

THIRTEENTH

CELEBRATES

Roy, II arding County, Ne

n,

impossible hereafter
to convince Helen Haines that
is an unlucky number,
f or in fact she believes it is the
luckiest number that she knows
of and why not, for was she not
thirteen years old last Tuesday
and to make the day a wonderful
one for her, a birthday party
was planned by her mother Mrs
Paul Haines and Mrs I . C . Dodds
at the Doddsi home in the west
of town.
Twenty five of the younger
generation were present at the

are doing good work as county
officers, in our opinion they
ve made us excellent county offi- cers and we believe that they are
trying to do that which is best
for the whole county, but since
the assessment has been cut by
the State Tax Commission, let's
make it include all grazing land
In

the county.
To get at this subject properly

rt
the Spanish American has
pared a number of petitions to
the State Tax Commission which
in substance and words are as fol
pre-;pa-

I

'
party during the afternoon to fw;L:
Commission
The
Tax
State
help Helen celebrate, and all had Jo

wonocnui time, uames. DOtn
indoor and lawn were played by
the youngsters during the festiv
ities. Late in the evening a splendid lunch as served by Mesda-me- s
Dodds and Haines to those
present "d to which the kids
all did real ample justice.
After spending three pleasant
hours the youngsters left for
..a

COLLECTOR

In this weeks Spanish Ameri

en

.v

Sirs:

We the undersigned, farmers and taxpayers of Harding County, New Mexico,
do hereby petition your Honorable body that our grazing land be classified as
grazing lands, and not as
lands, not cultivated, said lands are used

can will be found

Saturday August, 26th, 1922

Mexico.

TO THE DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY CONVENTION

TREASURER AND

the editors of this paper, and

,

It will be

7

J.C. KIRBYFOR

TAX NEWS
(Concluded from page 1)

BIRTHDAY
.

Sflattinh-America-

the announce

ment of J.C. (Jack) Kirby. as
candidate for County Treasurer
and Collector subject to the ac
tion of the Republican Conven
tion of Harding County.
Jack, as he is known over the
county is one of the boys that
has made good, having come to
New Mexico in 1908 and located
with his parents on a homestead
east of Roy in the Pleasant View
neighborhood. In 1912 he went
to Iowa and while there married
returning in 1914 and located on
a homestead north east of Mills,
later proving up on it. He has
a happy family composed of a
wife and two bright boys, Billy
aged 5 and Lee Dell aged 7.
Mr Kirby Is a staunch Republi
can, believes in the principals as

"

We, your Committee on resolutions, beg leave to present to
the convention the following,
which we recommend be adopted.
Be It Resolved:
That we,
the Harding County Democratic
Convention assembled at Mosqu
ero, in said county, this 22nd,
day of August, A. D. 1922, here
by condemn and censure the national administration by the re
publican party, an especially in
the following particulars: the
weak and vacillatin manner the
President has handled and is

handling the national disasters,
d
the Coal and
serikes.
Ho seemingly is exercising no
mind or will of his own and unable to create any initiative of
his own in the management and
settlement thereof, to the great
detriment and financial embara-sxneof our great country and
its diversified interest.

I'L '
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Preferred
because of its
purity,

&ospliate
Baking
Powder'

I

unvarying high

quality and
economy
Contains No Alum
Leaves No Bitter Tasta

KB

I

In addition to its absoluta purity and high
quality, Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder is sold at a moderate price.

nt

Do you know of any greater baking powder
value than this?
Ask your grocer if he has any cans of
Dr. Price's left at the extraordinary special
sale price recently offered.

ng

-

dn$

r

Rail-roa-

II.
laid down by that party and has
And Be It Further Resolved always been a worker for the ticket. He is well fitted" education- T' at we condemn and censure
their homes wishing Miss Helen for grazing, but at the meet) present Republican
admini
ally to handle the work of the ofmany more such pleasant birth
of New Me- stration
of
the
ing
State
County
of
Board
beinjr
a
the
graduate
of
from
fice,
a
days and hoping that thirteen
strong. business colleere and has
Commisioners of Harding
10. in the said administration
will continue to be her lucky
County, New Mexico, held
all the qualifications that go to h s clearly shown to the citizen
May 1st, 1922, the valuation
make a good man in the office to svip of this great State, its in
ability and insufficiency to conupon
set
land
of
this
class
which he aspires
Josephine Lucero is spending a
duct and control the affairs the- acre,
per
was
at
fixed
$3.50
few days with her parents at the
Harding County was roof intrusted to it by the people,
When
while
of
the grazing' lands
Sabino ranch this week.
organized, the present County in r
Vii
r AP
stockmen were set at $2.65
Mr Parkes appointed
Treasurer
ion
per acre, which has since
M exacted f th
Mr Kirby as his deputy and he
,e with guch a gmall
been lowered by your Honohas practically had charge of the cnt of
returns there- rable body to $1.75 per acre.
rhG aSt year
f?C
for, but on the other hand a con- Now, we the aforesaid, farwe can truth'
a
tnual multiplication of high sa
mers and taxpayers of the
filled the ried officials, who do
say
he
fully
has
that
not give
said County and State, do
office as deputy to the entire sa- t'?.eir respective offices their
petition your Honorable botisfaction of the voters of the personal attention, but fill the
dy, that you instruct the
county, for he has been courte- s ime with deputies. Also we call
Km1
' ' '
Assessor of Harding Coun1
Vi
!i
ous
and prompt in his services attention to the recent shameful
ty, New Mexico, to place our
public, also his treatment occurrence at the State Penitento
the
grazing land, now classified
accorded
the public has won for tiary at Santa Fe, in which one
land not
as
him numerous friends who insist man was ruthlessly shot and kiltax
upon
cultivated,
the
on him coming out for the office led,, while many others were morcl'.s as grazing lands and at
C.H.GARNER
we doubt much if a more ro or lesá seriously wounded,
and
the value for grazing lands,
Auctioneer
capable
person could be selected v.ith many other instances that
$1.75 per acre.
.'Mills,
Nejy Mexico.
position
.
for
the
v.e might call attention to, but
Respectfully submitted
12 years experience selling for
by time and space forbids.
nomination
Kirby's
Mr.
the best farmers and breeders in
3
,
the Republican Convention will
three states, 8 years a breeder of
Republican
Resolved:
we,
That
the De
to
add
the
streneih
A
petitions
of
number
these
Shorthorn cattle and Poland ChiCounty,
in
Harding,
of
will
no
(ticket
hiá
and
nomination
have
given
to
out
jmocrats
been
various
na hogs. Padegrees understood.
County
at
assembled
Convention
'doubt
and
the
election
his
being
mean
circulated
Will go anywhere to conduct farmers and are
in the different tarts of the placing of a good, strong and Mosquero, this 22nd day of Aularge or small sales.
.gust,
do hereby unqualifie- Write, Wire or Phone at my ex- - County, and if they coincide with canable man in the County Trea- - dly 1922,
unanimously
indorse the
and
!
;
office.
get
your
subject,
surer's
on
the
views
pense tor caies, terms'
of Honorable' A. A. Jones
services
j busy and üign
in
is
none
If
Adv.
oue.k
reasonable.
'
United States Senator, from the
circulation in your part of the
HT
IT
co.-'- tv
write this office for one JE ANETTE GILSTRAP
pi
eco; rencerea
,
.beh.aj
oi
mis
state ana tne
A
once,
at
on
file
is
petition
at
BIRTHDAY
SIXTH
REACHES
B
Wanted to hear from owner
TTnit.sf? Sff!f:cs nr.fi we inrJorse
'of farm for sale. State price. the S. A. office for those to sign
his candidacy for the nomination
Mrs. W. Booth, Eox D, Hipark, in this immediate community.
Little Jeanette Gilstrap
and reelection thereto, for the
Action on this matter must be
Des Moines, Iowa;
her sixth birthday Thursday 'reason of his long experience in
too
will
be
taken imediately or it
and her mother invited m a numlate for this yea'" assessment. ber of her little friends to help said office, broad and unselfish
NOTICE
mindness, influence in the SánaWe would like to publish letter
"- - te and great ability.
ucieuiaiiC
i
j
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: TVAivi
Iter
uicoiremwu.
r
i.
.
Tl l rrriT'o
fr FVlJ iiiir iL-iriuic. ,teen of the little tots were preAll parties owing me notes gi- ixuiii on
4
this subject, so be free
views
:
ven at my sale, must settle same t crtnW in vnu larrnr Wo will , t and a splendid time was had
Resolved
Be
It
Further
.
.
rr,.
''
wvi.i
IU Ov"U All j vui
"
at the first National Bank on or publish
U1LU1" v1"' mat tras convention auiy esse-- ,
your letters as we can
before September 1st, or same find snace to do so. but let's have yed for two hours after which mbled, does hereliy condemn and
will be placed in the hands of an grazing land assessed at the sa- - .came what they were all looking fiowm
u
':Ui'sl.
attorney
t'ounty
ct
Glance
tionas ior tne
collection.
Coun
Harding
over
value
all
me
lor, that fine lunch, and which,
of buildir a Court.houCUrtney'E0y'N-ty.
dry-farmi-

.II

-

ci

Send for the "New Dr. Price Cook Book."
Price Baking Powder Factory,
1001 Independence iiouijiard, Chicago.

It's Free.

Large can, 12 ounces, only 25c

-

i
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JUST RECEIVED

"

A carload of

dry-farmi- ng

'

to-w- it:
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"Foremost"
Fancy Short Patent
All that the name implies

i

;
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1

Pratt Mills

j
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As good as the best, belter

than most
ITT

I V
e can make you a good in
troductory offer on it. See

W

.

Ira Bernstorf

'

!

, ,
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"i"

-

.

Elevator

At Mesa

j

fr

CHICKEN FEED AND CORN CHOPS

-

they sure enjoyed very much. ge flnd
or either at the pre.
The little fellows had a great af- - sent time, and we further
John Arnett of Mills was a
and little Jeanette will 'demn and censure the advocates
TOR SALE: A Columbia
Rcy visitor Tuesday. He reporáj?nd agitators thereof as sehem- also 60 records, all in Al ts crops comew'hat better in his remember her sixth birthday
mg poniicians to ue iuuiiu in uie
shape. See Clyde Hooper,
ltn community than around Roy. long time.
republican party of this county
We declare the issuance of said
j bonds would be a great burden
pw
.liniiimi
mi iiW'AtfMlniilritii
upon an already overburdened
people with taxation in this county, a great many of whom are
now unable to pay their taxes.
Respectfully submitted,
J. B. Lusk,
Chairman.

.1249-- 5

mv-ternc-

.

Gra-fano- la
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Attest:
"Un

I1!!'

Jl

Juan Lujan,
Secretary.
by

Approved
Assembled,

1

the Convention

J. Floersheim,

POTATOES

Dem. Chairman of

Harding Co.

Attest:
k.

A. Wynne,

Secretary.
Political Advertisement
NOTICE FOR

per 100 lbs.
While they las t

s. E.

GRP. CQ,
PAXTON
"THE
FOOD STORE'

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
U.S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton
New Mexico.

August 21, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that

4,

. .NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,
that the Board of Education oí
School District No. 3, Hardii-County, and known as the hoy
Municipal School District will
offer at Public Auction to the
highest bidder on Tuesday September 19th, at 10, o'clock A.M.
ne building known as the Pleasant View áchool building which
is located about 7 miles east and
one mile north of Roy.
The building is of frame construction and is about 30 by 36
feet in size. The successful bidder or bidders will be given thirty days time to remove the building from the ground or in which to make the necessary arrangements for leaving same in its
present location. , The ground
where the building is now located is owned by Fred Breford
and any arrangements to leave
it oh the present location will have to be made with Mr Breford.
The purpose of the sale of the
building is to place ownership of
it in proper hands az tli2 building is no longer needed by the
School District. Bids will be accepted fvom church or communig

Department of the Interior

v

U.S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton
New Mexico.
I

August 21, 1922
NOTICE is hereby given that
j0se de Jesus Medina, of Roy,
Harding Co, New Mexico, who
on December, 18, 1918, and January, 6, 1920, made Homestead
Entry No. 026331, & No. 026630,
or Eiü-Ei- 2

NW-NE-

;

and
Section
35, Township 19 N, Range 25E,
N.M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
SW-SE-

ii,

Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F.H. Foster, U.S.
Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 28th
day of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Aldeis, Demetrio Garcia
Fsco A. Martinez and Pedro T.
Montoya, all of Roy, New Mexico

H.H. Errett,

Register.

TO ALL REPUBLICANS,

PRECINCT'No. 3,
Harding Co-- , N. Mex.

4,

Peter T. MontoyaTomas Vigil, Jesus Medina and Seferio
Garcia, all of Roy, New Mexico.
II, H. Errett,
Register.

V4

I

Vicente C. De Baca, of Roy,
Harding Co, New Mexico, who
on August, 15th, 1919 made Homestead Entry No. 026797, ior
ty organizations or from indiviSec. 23,.'WV&-NW1strictly cash
Section 25, Township 19N Range duals. Terms will be
of
day
sale.
on
the
filed
25 E. N.M.P Meridianhas
The Board reserves the right
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish to reject any and all bids.
School District No. 3
claim to the land above descriHarding County
bed, before F.H. Foster. U.S.
By C.L. Justice
Commissioner, at his office at
President.
Roy, New Mexico, c,n the 28th
Attest:
day of September, 1922.
Wm. G. Johnson,
Claimant names as witnesses: '
EV2-NEI-

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

'

Secretary.

Ira Thetford and V7.L.

Broc-kma-

con-

in-vit-

Chairman.

n

of Mills were in Roy Tues.

day enroüte to the county
vention at Mosquero.

There will be a caucus of the
Republicans of Precinct No. 3,
(Roy) at the Community Hall,
in Roy, Saturday the 26th, 1922
at the hour of 2.30 p.m. for he
purpose of naming Sixteen (16)
delegates to the County Convention at Mosquero, Sept 2nd. 1922.
Every Republican voter within Precinct No., 3, is cordially
to attend this caucus.
F. S. Brown,

Attest:

Frak

L Schultz,

Secretary

:

ed

